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Fine On
Firemen
Upheld By
High Court
• FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — A $10,000
fine imposed on the Lexington area
local of the International Association of
Firefighters was upheld today by the
Kentucky Supreme Court.
It indicated the punishment was mild
in view of the union's violation -of a
temporary restraining order by a
Fayette Circuit Court that led to a 10day strike by more than 300 members.
The Fayette court denied a motion for
a jury trial in the contempt proceeding
s
agsinse the union and after a hearing
the judge held the local union and many
- membersin contempt.
A number of members_received fines
and suspended jail sentences. They did
not appeal.
The union argued bn appeal that the
trial court mistakenly found it guilty of
civil contempt, whereas the
punishment imposed is indicative of
criminal contempt — and so the union
was entitled taa jury trial.
.
That is not so, said Justice James
Stephenson who wrote the unanimous
opinion.
He pointed out that a jury only finds
• Instead of story hour at the Catlow,ay County Library this week, these guilt or innocence in contempt cases,
youths were introduced to horseback riding. Joe Getnin provided the horbut that the penalty is imposed by the
se, and youngsters were led around the garden area of the library in the
judge.
demonstration. Top left, Rosetta Merritt, age seven, of Murray; bottom left,
• The union also implied that the
Eric Abazoris, age eight,grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Hodges of Murray;
810,000 fine shows the alleged crime is
and,above,Sidney Rankin, of Murray.
classed as serious — therefore again
ciilling for a jury trill:
But the'high court said that based on
the yardatick of the violation, the fine
really is Petty.
In another case, the estate of a man
killed when his automobile rap off a
tvooden bridge lost an appeal agU-the state Bureau of Highways.
Estill ChOate drowned when his car
sliPped off wooden runners on the
Harris said the crop is dependent on
.FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Kentucky
bridge floor. Hart CS:rift Court had
continued Moisture through the
farmers could produce a record-crop of
affirmed the refusal of the state Board
soybeans this year if the Weather is summer months. Last year, dry August • of Claims to pay dathages.
weather took its toll on soybeans. •
Jasver Choate, administrator of the
kind, state Agriculture Commissioner
• Harris noted that much of Kentucky's
Thomas Harris says.
victim's estate, argued that the state
soybean production comesfrom doubleThe U.S. Department of Agriculture
had agreed with the county to perform
routine maintenance work-on -thereed,
---has -estimated-Heatthe-statels---farmers- cropped' beans pInnipri After earlier
crops have been harvested.
and that the floor of the span was part
- are planting a record 1.4 million acres
But last year's early frost drastically
Of the travel surface of the road.
of soybeans. reduced soybean yields. "Anpiher early
But the Supreme Court said the
That's up 27 per cent over last year's
frost could tear us up," Harris said.
Claims Board properly ruled the floor
soybean acreage, and 12 per Cent above
The recent rains have broken
was part of the bridge, and hence
the 1975 record.
drought, he said. '_'Wt've -exempt- from the routine maintenance
Kentucky's
"pretty
-looks--like--a
it
Harris-- softl
had a real root-soaker.".
agreement.'
good step up'. for the soybean, whose
In fact, he added, some areas have
popularity has been growing. in
See COURT,
_r„gge4ed...atoo much rain, which has
Kentucky over the last 20 years.
Page
11, Column!
harmed the burley tobacco crop,
Harris said the increased acreage
devoted to soybeans stems from the
price — recently as high as $10 a bushel,
and expected to stay well above $7 into
next year.
However Harris noted that Kentucky
is nOt alone in increasing soybean
production.
'
Notionally, soybean acreage halS
increased 17 per cent to 59 million
acres, according to USDA. estimates.
That could have an impact on the price
of the bean, Harris said.
So far, the soybean crop is iookini„
good, he said. The recent raihs.came at
a critical time, when 'the seeds had
.erminated but needed moisture to
grow.
•

Record Crop Of
Soybeans Possible

D • James Ray Ammons Remcii
In Custody In Paducah Jail
Murray physician Dr. James Ray
Ammons remained hi custody Friday
following a ruling Thursday by Federal
Judge Charles Allen to revoke a $5,000
appeal bond allowing him to remain
free after drug charge convictions.
Federal marshals said
rivay
Ammons was lodged in the Paducah
City Jail, but could not speculate if he
would be transported to Louisville to a
Louisville facility to consult with his
attorneys,as was indicated earlier.
No bond has been set in Ammons'wv
third arrest, which came Wednesday
after two Murrdy persons, one of them
a juvenile, alleged that Ammons gave
them PCP Tuesday night. The juvenile
reportedly was later treated for a
possible drug overdose.
_
A preliminary hearing in that matter
has been scheduled before U. S.
Magistrate Ron Daniels on July 7.
Allen ruled on the bond revocation
following a two-hour hearing in which
the two Murray persons, Sammy
Chadwick, 19, and a 14-year-old
juvenile, testified Arrunons gave them
some drugs at his home Tuesday night.
Judge Allen said it is his opinion Dr.
Ammons should no longer be allowed at
large pending appeal of his earlier
convictions and is constituting a
"danger." to young people at Murray.
As a result of affidavits signed by the
two young people, law enforcement
authorities seized from Ammons' home

several.drugs in controlled Schedules
during and after the hearing Thursday
H, III and IV, marijuana and other
several times and once was warned by
drug paraphenalia. .Judge Allen
Judge Allen. he would be held in
commented that none of the drugs were
contempt if he continued toSpeak out of
found to be in prescription form for him' turn. At one point, the physician said "I
or his family, although quite possibly
am unable to forego those associations
some of the drugs could have been used
(with persons involved with drugs) if
for such purposes.
two people walk into my house and ask
Following his conviction in Paducah
me to smoke pot with them." He said he
last month on federal drug conspiracy
was unaware they had marijuana on
and distribution charges, Ammons was
them.
.ordered by Judge Allen to surrender his
The doctor also admitted being
federal drug registration number and
"destitute" because of circumstances
order forms _as well as any narcotic
surrounding the court cases and said he
substances-in his home, prohibiting'his
tek drug agents hsd beenuiifair" to
use of Schedule II narcotics and nonhim. He told the court he had been
narcotics in Schedules Hand IV. Judge
unable to pay his attorneys and if they
Allen said Thursday that although
withdrew from the case hç.could not
Ammons was told not to use or possess
afford to hire other legal codrisel.
such drugs he has continued to do so.
Meansehile, Louisville attorney
Federal law also prohibits a convicted
Richard Zeman said be is "proceeding
felon from possesSing controlled
with the appeal in the firit two cases"
substances.
which he handled for Ammons. He
Also, on Friday, the state Board of
declined comment on any financial
Medical Licensure reported that a
matters and said he has not met with
complaint will be issued by the board
the dOctor on the new drug charges this
against Ammons. This is a preliminary
week.
step which can lead to license
revocation. That process could take
to one year, depending on possible
appeals.
Chadwick testified Thursday that he
was at the-Ammons' home during the
trial last month and smoked marijuana • with the physician. Ammons.
interrupted testimony and discussions

Postal Rate
Increase

inside today

Still Set

, One Section — 14 Pages
Unexpected demands for electricity and emergency
power plant shutdowns have prompted the :Tennessee
Valley Authority to ask its customers to turn their
thermostates up to 78 degrees. The story is on Page 11
today.

mostly sunny

_

Mostly swag today with highs
in the mid to upper 80s. Partly
cloudy and wanner tonight and
Sunday with lows tonight'in the
mid 60s. Highs Sunday in the
upper 80s to low 90s. Partly
cloudy with a chance of
thundershowers Monday.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The Postal
Service still plans to raise rates next
year, even though it's in its best
financial shape ever.
Next week, the Postal Service board
of governors is expected to propose
increasing the first-class letter rate
from 13 cents to 15 or 16 cents early in
1978.
The agency, while making "'real
progress," still lost $50 million in the
last 12 months, says Postmaster
General Benjamin Bailer.
Bailer said Friday that the operating
loss was drastically lower than the
previous. year's record $1.2 billion and
below the Postal Service's 8500 million
average annual deficit.
See POSTAL,
Page 11, Column 4
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Mpy To Observe
Holiday July 4
Banks, government offices and
many businesses will not be open for
business on Monday, July 4, in
observance of the Independence Day
holiday.
The Murray Post Office will be
closed All day Monday-and no-city nr
rural route mail will be delivered.
The holiday dispatch Schedule will
be observed and stamps may be •
purchased from the machine in the
lobby.
• All businesses are not closing
Monday, however. Several stores In
the community have advertised
special sales to celebrate the ,
holiday.
The Murray Ledger & Times will ,
not publish on July 4..

MSU Gets Grant
Totaling $78,000
u.s.,Ccingressman Carroll Hubbard
annOunced Friday afternoon that ..the
offic'e of Education, Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, has
awarded a 878,000 grant to. the
department of Special Education at
'
Murray Stine University.
The grata is awarded to assist in
developing and improving training
programs for educational personnel
working with handicapped children.
S
po,
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Artist Presents Program
At Murray Art Guild Here
The members of the 'Murray Art Guild hosted representatives of Art
Guilds of this area on June 30, when they presented Ralph Bagley of Winter
• Park, Fla. in a lecture-demonstration program.
•
Bagley has been sought after for many years for this type of program. He
has a rich experience as teacher, painter, as critic, as well as Conductor of
.
.
numerous workshops over several states.
The activities of the day staqted about 11 a. m,-with a dertionstration in
charcoal. Before the Murray Guild members served lunch, he accompanied
the group to the Bank of Mtn ay'Ithere,Bagley has a group of his works on
display.throughout the week.
In the aftern000 session Bagley demonstrated working with oils.
Plans were made with Guilds in this area participatingirraloint effort for
a workshop in the fall covering a period of eight weeks. Visitors attending
this initial meeting were from Hopkinsville, Paducah, Benton, Marshall
' County Parish, Mayfield and Fulton, Bob Head, Chairman of the Art Department of Murray State University, and Ms. Nash Cox, Director of Kentucky
, Arts Commission.
'Persons interested in participating in classes conducted by Bagley in the
fall may contact the president of Murray Guild, Mrs. Hoyt Roberts, 753-3024,
the Guild,753-9085,or Mrs. Clell Peterson,753-3506,for further information.
.:•4oteviiiiwwikiksiammita1111111•MIllasirssnrarmuroe'vsw'miisr....-mrs.r.....,, • 4.0P,'
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Mr.& Mrs.Phillips
Honored, Anniversary

Frames Drake

By Abigail Van Buren

He's A Lover; •
Not A Husband

MR. AND MRS. FRED T. PHILLIPS cut the cake at the
special dinner, hosted by their children, held in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary on Friday, June 10, at the
- -Holiday Inn, Murray. Mrs. Phillips is the former Eurah Parks
and they were married June 4, 1927, by the late Rev. J. Howell
Thurman at his home in Murray with T. A. Key and Mrs. Tom
(Gladys Parks) Nix,sister of Mrs. Phillips,as attendants,.
The couple resided in Detroit, Mich.,before their retirement
and their moving to their home on Murray Route Seven. They
are members of the First Baptist Church and are active in the
_ organization of the Calloway County Association for Retarded
Citizens. .
They have five children who are Johnny of Murray Route
Seven, Charles of 'San Diego, Calif., Mrs. Betty Roper of
Amarillo, Texas, David of Birmingham, Ala., and Gene who is
a missionary in-Bordeaux, France.
Attending the dinner were J. T. and Louise Phillips, Geneva
and Joe English, 011ie Riley, Betty Riley, Otto and Hilda
Parks,.Edgar and Artie Morris, Greene and Adell Wilson,
Lowell and Dixie Palmer,. Clarice Ncirsworthy, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Erwin, Dr. and Mrs. 0. C. Wells, Mr. and Mrs. Luck
Burt,the honored couple and their children,the latter hosts for
the occasion.

DEAR ABBY: At the age of 44, I'm stumped. All my life
I've worked with the public and thought I had seen and
heard everything, but my own situation has me completely
baffled.
After 12 years as a divorcee, I remarried. My problem is
sex. When I dated my husband our sex was great, but as
soon as we got married it started to go downhill, until now
it is nothing. Six months of nothing, and I am ready to
climb the walls.
I love my husband, Abby, and he claims he loves me.
What is wrong? I am his fourth wife. His three previous
wives told me that sex with him was wonderful-until they
got married! They all admitted that they had cheated on
him. (One he caught in bed.)
I don't If.psit this to happen to us. Or me. When I mention
seeing altator he flares up and throws a tantrum like a
kid.
We is 50, drives a truck and looks like a stud, but since
our marriage he has been a dud. Help me.
'NE"IN N.J.
DEAR "ME": It's psychological. Some men are turned
on only by illicit sex. But as soon as it becomes legal(and
therefore no longer forbidden), it loses all its excitensent
and appeal. In extreme cases, they are unable to perform.
Psychotherapy could help. If your husband refuses, you
have no choke but to climb the walls until you reach the
top -and then go over to join his three former wives.
DEAR ABBY: I have been trying to teach my children,
ages 4 and 6, NEVER to accept any kind of gift from a
stranger.
My problem is that many times when we are on a bus, or
shopping in some public place, some well-meaning person
will admire my children and offer them candy, gum and
even money!
I hate to hurt their feelings, but, Abby, it makes it so
hard for mothers to train children NOT to accept anything
from strangers when strangers keep offering them goodies
_
and money.
Can you please say something to help our cause?
ONE MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: I'll try. Perhaps it hasn't occurred to
all you generous, well-meaning people who "love children"
and can't resist offering them goodies or money, that this
is the technique used by child molesters who hope to gain a
child's confidence in order to get him to "go for a ride" or
"not tell" after improper advances have been made.
So if you love children, please don't offer them candy,
money or gifts of any kind.

-

The
ValuePack

DEAR ABBY: One of the girls I work with is constantly
talking about her sex life with her husband. (She's not a
young kid, either.) Some of us are bored and others are
enibarrassed by her daily morning reports of what went on
in her bedroom, but no one has the nerve to tell her.
We know she reads your column, so if you can't think of
a better solution,.how about running. this letter?
THE OFFICE GANG
.

FOR MONDAY,JULY 4, 1177
What kind of day will maintain balance and friendly
tomorrow be? To find out what relationships.
the stars say, read the forecast SAGITTARIUS
given for your birth Sign.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Tip-top results indicated in
current projects. You may be on
ARIES
delicate ground in some areas,
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some planetary restrictions. but no dilemma exists without
Shun contentious matters, its soliginn. Search!
unscrupulous persons, risky CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
and untried ventures.
Excellent aspects encourage
TAURUS
clever activity, but don't set up
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tik7 hazards for yourself through
Your creative ideas may need Impulsiveness, superfluous
some revision before they can moves, unfruitful undertakings.
be carried out, so be sure to AQUARIUS
study all angles of feasibility (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
before presenting them.
The outgoing Aquarian should GEMINI
find this period entertaining and
to June 21)
( May
instructive. Be ready for new
Especially favored now: beginnings, sharpened inpersonal relationships and centives.
intellectual pursuits. Stress PISCES _
your efficient and ,amenable (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
side and you can't help but earn
Curb tendencies toward incredits.
dectidveneas. lack of resolution.
Even if situations are difficult,
CANCER
face them,pitch in-and solve!
(June 22 to July 23)
Don't fret if lack of ready
YOU BORN TODAY are a
cash temporarily delays the
launching of a pet project. highly conventional individual,
There's no hurry. In fact, time but imaginitive and versatile;
also cautious, conservadve and
Ls definitely on your side.
intuitive. Your qualities are, in
LEO
general, constructive, and it's
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
rare indeed to find you going to
Excellent influences! NOW's extremes or, once having
the time to launch new ven- started a project, lo waste
tures, set forth your ingenious energies by going off on unideas and make decisions profitable tangenti. Your love
regarding future activities.
of family and country are
VIRGO
outstanding, and you'find no
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 147% service to either burdensome.
Stars
warn
against Your talents are suited to many
vacillating, changing plans or fields and, properly educated,
projects before they have been of course, you could succeed in
given a chance to prove almost any field of your choice.
themselves. Be steadfast, op- Your best spots, however,
timistic.
would be in the areas of
teaching, science (especially
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 4
1Ln medicine), finance and real
Follow your instincts now. estate; in the arts; painting,
Inspiration should be at a peak sculpting, writing, music and
and could disclose heartening interior decoration. Try to
new vistas which will open to overcome a tendency to be
dictatorial_ _with those under
you shortly.
your supervision. Birthdate of
SCORPIO
Calvin Coolidge, 30th Pres.,
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) n1,4F
U.S.A.; Stephen Foster, Amer.
A rote of oztra activity here. song writer; Mitch Miller,
Also a hint of disturbance where musician, TV personality;
it could, SHOULD be avoided. Nathaniel Hawthorne, Amer.
Thetennine to keep order, to author.
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Put a little
sizzle into your
Monday.
We start with tender,
juicy chopped Sirloin.
It's served sizzlin' hot '
with your choice of potato
and Stockade.Toast. A \
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for the whole family!
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By Abigail Van Buren

Good July 2,3,4

a
1

SUMMER
MERCHANDISE

1D'ecm.

You get12pieces of fish,
8Southern style
hush puppies,a pint of
creamycoleslaw;and
plenty of golden
-brown french fries.
All
for
$5"
only$499 Value
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FOR TUESDAY, JULY 5, 1,77
What kind of day will PISCES
tomorrow be? To find out what (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
DEAR GANG: U no one has the courage to speak up. the stars say, read the forecast
Objectivity and foresight will
you all deserve to be bored or embarrassed. I'll run your
be day's prime requirements.
given for your birth Sign.
your
problem,
but
as
a
as
a
"solution"
to
letter, not
Do not be coerced into deals or
ARUM
reminder that the meek are destined to put up with a lot.
activities which you would not
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
normally consider.
Your judgment a bit cloudy
YOU BORN TODAY are a
now, so make no major
decisions and, above all, don't more outgoing person than
launch any new undertakings. many other Cancerians, and
could make a tremendous
Stick with the familiar.
success in any field which involves dealing with the public.
TAURUS
You would make a salesman
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tiked?
Certain dilemmas and ob- without equal, a politician with
stacles will rot be as difficult to enormous influence or an enhandle as you may think. Don't tertainer with sensational
let them keep you from ap- crowd-appeal.
preciating your advantages.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Admonitions for this day: Be
careful if handling joint funds of
• any kind. Don't get involved in
DEAR ABBY: 14 husband and I have a friend who is risky speculation, and DO avoid
married with two small babies. This man brings hire extrav*gancegirlfriends over to our, heuse. We are good friends with CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 180(2)
both *him and his wife.
You will probably be called
I feel that by allowing this man to bring his girlfriend
here, we ar.s.xnnetoning his aittons.
upon to help persons with
Should we just tell him bluntly met his egfr-cto-as-he_averstimulated emotions, to
pleases, but not in Our house? My husband says his wife .assuage hurt feelings. Be your
knows what's going on, and as long as she doesn't care, understanding self.
why should we?
LEO
Should I find out. if his wife really knows? And if she (July 24 to Aug. 23)
You may feel you have a
knows and doesn't care, should it matter?„
I still don't like the idea of a married man breaking his project under control, rolling
briskly. Better take another
marriage vows on our sofa. What do you think?
•-A FRIEND TO BOTH look for hidden flaws anything that could mean time,
DEAR FRIEND: If he's breaking his marriage vows on effort lost.
your sofa, whether his wife knows or not is beside the VIRGO
point. Since you disapprove of his conduct, don't make it (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) RP
Some of your future obany easier for him by providing him with a place to
jectives are now taking shape
rendezvous.
bet there's a warning, neverDEAR ABBY: I am an independent grocer with a theless: Don't attempt too much
question for you. Why do some customers (including and don't make promises you
relatives) ask for groceries on credit, but when they have cannot possibly fulfill.
the cash they will drive an, extra mile to shop at a LIBRA
supermarket, and give their money to strangers?
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Matters of minor Importance
The people they give cash to wouldn't give them
groceries on credit if their whole family was-dying of may blow up out of proportion
- unless YOU call a halt. Your
malnutrition.
FED UP WITH PEOPLE quick-silver intuition and
perceptiveness should be a help.
DEAR FED UP: There are two kinds of people in this SCORPIO
world: The givers and the takers. The credit customers (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 1111,V
(including your relatives) who spend their cash elsewhere
Think twice before emare "takers." You may complain, but the next time
barking on any new plan or
• Filter a Pump
someone is broke and needs groceries on credit, you won't
project; find out if you have all
• lit•ol brining
turn him down, because you are a "giver." The takers may
the necesisary data,and if this is
• Sun Dna
eat better, but the givers sleep better.
the best time for it. Discretion
• Lily Pod IlitInennw
needed.
• Illoor•ry Iimenp•
SAGITTARIUS
DEAR ABBY: Before the wedding "X" promised to give
Vinyl User
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
up cigarettes.
• Peel Leild•r
You may now be able to find
For the first three years after our marriage, he was still.
• feeflity Finn* a Stairs
the solution to a problem which
smoking, and when I would- gently remind him of his
has been bothering you for some
f'ult Price financing
promise, he would tell me that he was "trying" and I
time - and in a surprisingly
AVAILABLE
should be a little more patient.
easy manner.
We have been married for eight years now, and this
CAPRICORN
turkey is still puffing away, only he tries to hide it from
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 10
me.
Good Saturn influences
His -deceit irritates me more. than the smoking itself.
stimulate your skills and
How much longer should I be patient? And do you think
capabilities. You should feel
be ever sincerely tried to quit?
enthusiastic about the way
DISGUSTED IN CALIF. things go.now.
AQUARIUS
1011 Preston Hwy.,Louisville. Ky..
DEAR DISGUSTED: Give him until the 4th of July, and (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Nori ho.• 'cur r•primirile•v• Cat I urawilard Oen
if he's still smoking-fireworks! I have no way of knowing
Stars indicate that you could
if he sincerely tried. Perhaps he did. I'm told it's harder to
now strike out for a higher goal.
quit smoking than to quit drinking.
You may have to take a different route to achieve it, but
the new avenue could be a
CONFIDENTIAL TO "THE KENOSHA KID": Be
better one.
patient. Derisert is never the first course.
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EDUCATION
AUGUSTA, Ark. I AP) When James William Duffy received his diploma from the
University of Arkansas at pine
Bluff-recently, it brought to a
close a fl-year effort of Mr.
Pktilre
and Mrs. 0.C,„Dp f
Sualiay, July 3
all
their
12
Ellis
eiiikiren..
Center' will be open
Annual Boatwright famfly
Duffy, 72, a retired farmer
reunion will be held at the from ten a. m. to three p. m. who now works as caretaker
Hi-Way 641 So.
of
4 Milo So. Murray
.
for
Senior
Citizens with band a cemetery, and Mrs !Duffy,
Ellis Community Center at
one p. in. with a basket dinner , practice at ten a. m., devotion 65, who works.in the home of a
at 11:30 a. m., sack lunch at family, have sent all their ,offHaving a yard Sale?
to be served.
noon, and bingo party for spring through the university at
Pine
Bluff,
and
have
seen sevHomecoming will be at people 'selling or buying en of them go on to earn masInclude some of our 11 sizes pictures and prints.
former site of Baptist Church Stanley orders, accepted that ter's degrees from Louisiana
Wholesale to you. Cash refund on those you don't sell.
day,
at
1:30
p.
BetState
at.
University,
qarvard Uniat Model, Tn., in Land
•
versity;
the
University
of Pennween the Lakes with a basket
sylvania and the University of
Frees
Social
MIL
Prim*
P.S.
Illeidien
owl
I
116
14
bearrifil
led
used
r•4•1•••
•
for
seventh
and
m.
eight
p.
one
lunch to be served at
grades of Oaks Country Club California.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel will be held from eight to
Zucchini is a good partner for
Bagwell will be honored at a eleven p. in. with -the com- other vegetables; carrots, caureception on their 50th wed- mittee composed of Ginni liflower, green beans.
ding anniversary at the Merit Hopkins, Brenda Estes, and
Union Hall, Mayfield, from Della Boggess.
two to four p. m.
Land Between the Lakes
Stamps- activities will include youth
Concert
by
day for ages 8 to 12 with sack
e:kw:00d _School of Music
will be at Stewart Stadium, lunch at Center Station at ten
a. m. with
MSU, at eight p. m. Public
advance
registration required, slide
admission
invited
and
program- on Amphibian
charged.
Ecology at Center Station at
two p. m.
Land Between the Lakes
Originally 6.00-13.00
activities will include tour of
The Homeplace at entrance
First Baptist Church WMU
road at 2:30 p. m., movie on general meeting will be at
Canrtda geese and short nine a. m-. at the church.
discussion on local flock at
OriginallyOriginally 13.00 to 21.00
Center Station at three p. m.
,Kenlake State Park activities will include junior
Ke.nlake State Park ac- naturalist programs at 10:30
tivities. will Indite in- a. m. and 230 p. m. at camterdenominational worship at pground amphitheater,
canipground amphitheater at treasure hunt at hotel front
8:30 a. m., fishing derby at porch at 1:30 p. m., burlap
hotel playground at four p. m., flowers- at hotel recreation
and movie, "Secret Life of room at 3:30 p. in., tennis
Walter Mitty" at hotel' lessons for beginners at hotel
meeting room at eight p. m. tennis court at 4:30 p. m., wild
raspberry demonstration of
Originally 12.00 Short Sleeve
oven, Shirts
Gospel singing featuring arts and crafts at hotel lobby
Smith Brothers of Benton will at seven p. m.,and
Originally 16.00-23.00 - Navy
Lakeside
be from two to four p. m.at the Singers at hotel
meeting room
Blood River Baptist Church. atm.

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Frames Drake
Saturday, July 2_
FOR SUNbAY, JULY 3, 1977,
Hardin School Reunion will
What kind of day will
blt
(leid at the Hardin Center at
tomorrow be? To find out what CAPRICORN
6. p. m.
the stars say,'mad the forecast I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VW
Use good judgment in all
given for your birth Sign.
situations: Restrain vigor when
,„-iCoricert
by
Stampsit seems politic; be aggressive
ARUM
Blackwood School of Music
where
such
tactics are
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 eri4
participants will be at eight p.
A good day for making required.
m. at Stewart Stadium,
decisions, but weigh them well. AQUARIUS
Murray State 'University.
Moveforward only after careful ( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
and deliberate forethought.
Uranus suspicious. You can Public invited and admission
TAURUS
achieve much if you will make charged.
(Apr. 21 to May 211 6°
67 the best use of your creative
Mixed influences. You may abilities and turn on that special
Land Between the Lakes
face some off situations while charm which is so innately
activities
will
include
traveling, or through com- yours.
Observance of early .morning
munications. Obstacles, taken PISCES
philosophically, could prove (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C
birdlife at Center Station at
•-.
interesting as challenges.
•
Generous aspects stimulate 7:30 a. in., naturttaines for
GEMINI
your interests and leanings, and
ages 6 to 12 at Center Station
(May 22 to June 21)
your personality should shine. A
at
two p. m., visit to Center
Mercury influences now novel Adventure could also
Furnifee at two p. m., and
stimulate a spirit of adventure please you.
night Visual for wildlife
and heighten the imagination.
You can make this a big day, if
YOU BORN TODAY are onVereea at Center Station at
you will go all out in effort.
of the most artistically gifted of 8:30 p. in.
CANCER
all Cancerians and could suc(June 22 to July 23)
ceed in-such creative lines as
Kenlake State Park acExplore further means to painting, writing music or as a
will include medicinal
tiv-ities
solve problems-that arose in the theatrical entertainer. But,
plant walk starting at campast, still doud the air. Fulfill a somewhat unusual in such
pground bath house at 10:30 a.
'cherished desire by going after cases, you also have a fine head
it. Don't just -daydream.
m.; copper tooling at
for business and finance. Thus,
LEO
should you choose the world of
recreation room at 1:30 p. m.;
(July 24 to Aug. 23) vtriVet
commerce and industry as a life
critter hunt at 2:30 p. m.,
Some, lack of harmony, dif- work and one of the Arts as an
critter race at 3:30 p. m., and
ferences of opinion indicated. avocation, your natural
junior ranger program at 4:30
Proceed with prudende, satisfactions would be doubly
p. m., all at campground bath
forethought. Be alert: Expect fulfilled. On the business side,
some obstacles. Widely
house; bingo at campground
you could excel as a banker;
divergent opinions to be stockbroker, investment
amphitheater at seven p. in.;
evaluated.
counselor or insurance expert.
square dance and lessons at
VIRGO
PerSonafly, you are generally
campground bath house at
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23):
conventional and conservative
8:30 p.'m.
Curb a tendency toward in your thinking and have an
pessimism. No matter what intense love of home and
Twilight Cabaret continues
disappointments you may family. Birthdate of: King
endiUnter, keep on plugging. Louis XI, of France; Henry
at Kentucky Dam -Village
Try to pattern your day after Grattan, Irish statesman; John
State Park at 8:30 p. m.
previous successful ones.
Mason Brown, dramatic critic.
LIBRA
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
JAPANESE PAINTINGS
F. & A. M. will meet at seven
A fine- day for artistic, •LAS ANGELES (AP) The
literary and social interests. In Los Angeles County Museum of
p. m. at the lodge hall.
7411 things, exploit your general Art has acquired five important
Intow-how and finesse to the Japanese paintings of the Edo - Ruling Star Lodge No. Si F.
period (1615-1868).
-hilt.
& A. M. will meet at seven p.
George Kuwayama, senior
SCORPIO
m. at the lodge hall.
curator of Far Eastern art,
( Oct 24 to Nov. n) rker•
Be careful to avoid errors says the paintings are from the
Suntay, July 3
which could be prevented most creative, varied and prolific periods in Japanese art.
Murray Training School
through better planning and
The paintings were purchase
Class of 1957 will have a
more forethought. There's a
with funds donated by Fred
reunion at the Holiday Inn
tendency toward impulsive
erick Weisman and Associates.
action now.
with a social at 6:39 p. m. and
"The biggest Japanese population of the United States is in
dinner at 7:30 p. m.
SAGITTARIUS
Los Angeles," said museum
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )(440
trustee- Weisman( "My hope is
Reception and pounding for
A new contact, possibly a
that With this gfft interest will
change of scenery or activity
Wayne Halley family will
the
be stirnulated in the community
indicated. Make the most of all,
-held
at eight p. m. at the
be
30 that we may develop one of
since they could broaden your
Church
Baptist
First
finest collections of Japathe
scope of interests.
nese art in the United States."
Fellowship.Hall.

.44
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When
the silent servant
becomes the

SiLENT
HAZAR

Midway
And
—Frame Shop

01;"1114tf pre Holiday

.5.fh --SALE

Summer Knit Tops

Dress Pants
7"to 12"
Cotton Knit Shorts °nallrum) 588
Navy Denim Shorts°6gina"""
. 688
788
W
088_1388
Denim Jeans
Swim Suits
Summer Dresses 11" to 14"

Williams-Billington section
of the Lone Oak Cemetery
will be the scene of special
meeting for funds at 2:30 p. m.

Originally 10.- 0-13.00
688
?
to 7
88

Originally 17.00-28.00

Monday, July 4
Golf scramble for members
of the Oaks Country Club will
be at ten a..m at the club with
a fish fry at 6:30 p. m.
-Meals ‘will'not be served at
the Douglas Community
Center today and meals will
not be delivered to the homes
by the MurrareallowayCounty Senior Citizens'
Nutrition Program.
Land Between the Lakes
activities
include
will
Woodland Walk starting at
Center Station at four p. m.

Motion pictures were prt,• jected on a screen publicly
for the first time on Dec. 28,
l $95, according. to World
Book Encyclopedia.

1111111111.11ES
Olympic Plaza, Worray

turkingilam igag,

Kenlake State Park activities will include Fourth of
July poster making contest at
hotel mNting room at 10:30 a.
m., ice cream eating contest
at hotel patio room at 1:30 p.
m., Watermelon bust on front
lawn of hotel at 2:30 p. m.,
interpretive nature walk at
campground bath house at
4:30 p. m., night gallery at
hotel meeting room at seven p.
m., Bluegrass music concert
at 7:30 p. m.and square dance
at 8:30 p. m. at the campground bath house.
First Baptist Church will
have an "all church" picnic at
Jonathan Creek Assemble,at
four p. m.

/

.•

'

•rio.
•

Dixieland Center
Murray •

.„„.
N.ZiArros,

BUCKINGHAM RAY LTD. is beginning their 10th yea. in business, and are celebrating with a BIG
ANNIVERSARY AND SUMMER CLEARA-NCE SALE to show their appreciation, they are offering;

- 60 SUMMER SUITS

Kathleen Jones Group of
First Baptist Church Women
will meet at 7:15 p. m. at the
home of Lorene Swarm.

Reg.$100 to $150 Values Now

$3500

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
Main and 16th Streets, at 7:30
p. m.

4
5

Murray Post—
office will be
closed for the holiday. .
Tuesday, July 5
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
11:30 a. m. at the club house

Power lines bring the convenience of electricity into:
your home. But working outside near them requires caution.
Be especially careful with ladders, antennas, pipes
or poles. Avoid all possibility of touching' a power line
with anything. Never install an antenna within falling distance of a power line. And be careful with heavy equipment like cranes that can be raised into the air.
One moment of carelessness could be your last.
•

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Hurray-Mayfield
--,Er.,11111W•

1.

Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet with
Mrs. D. M. at 12:30 p. m. Call
Marge Hays at 753-1976 or
church office for information
and bring one dollar for lunch
Senior Citizens new office
will open at 203 South 5th
Street.

388 788

All other Suits and Coats
Large group of Slacks
Other Dress Slacks
Long Sleeve Dress Shirts.
Short Sleeve Dress Shirts
Short Sleeve Knit Pullovers
Ties
.
Jeans
On,group Tennis Wear

Murray TOPS Club wil,
meet at seven p. rn, at tho
Health Center.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at'the
Dextetor Center.
Hardin Senior Citizens
social breakfast from 7:30 to
ten a. m. and shopping from
ten a. m. to four p. m.
Murray Assembly No 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
'at seven p. m.
iftesx.state." ....eauwootlawir

30% to 50% OFF
50% OFF
30% OFF
1/2 PRICE
30% OFF
30% OFF
s 1/2 PRICE
30% OFF
1/
,2 PRICE

':The Sale will begin Tuesday July 5th at 9:00 a. m.
All Sales Cash and final - No Refunds Or
Exchanges, No Alterations Included

iqurkingliam Eag,ICO.
Dixieland.( enter

•
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Rhodesia's
Unwinnable War

ir 7

negotiated settlement or fr&eleCtioni:
UMTALI, Rhodesia - A band of immediately after he crosses the
Militarily, there is no light at the end
border, disoriented and in low morale.
Communist-directed guerrillas which
of the Rhodesian tunnel. Rather,
had just crossed the, Mozambique But once he gets into the tribal trust
infiltration problems are intensifying
'border was wiped out shortly' after lands, he sheds his uniform for blue
with the buildup across the northern
dawn one recent morning when .it jeans, to become a high-moral, gunborder M Zambia of 3,000 ZAPU
collided with white Rhodesian troops- toting village tyrant. While those 1,200
guerrillas. Somewhat 6etter disciplined
an encounter which points up how the guerrillas in this sector do not make
much noise, their power of intimidation
than ZANU forces • and not yet
white-minority government wins all the
Prime
into Rhodesia, these new
for
impossible
it
makes
introduced
probably
I
war.
cannot
the
win
but
battles
V!!
guerrillas undercut a negotiated
Forty guerrillas were headed for the 1 Minister Ian Smith's government to
settlement and threaten an AngolaMaranke tribal trust land when, at 6:30 / bring off free elections.
The Maranke tribal trust land may be
style civil war - grim portents to be
a. m. 22 miles southwest of this border
discussed in another report.
town, they encountered a detachment the country's worst example. Civic
,
of territorial soldiers. Fifteen administration has broken down4with
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
killed,several captured schools closed and tax collections
As a service to •our readers, The
and the rest ran back to safety in stopped. The government's presence
Times
&
Ledger
Murray
was restored temporarily by a unit of
Mozambique. The Rhodesian troops
,
• periodically publishes the addresses
the Rhodesian African Rifles going into
.suffered no serious casualties.
Maranke. But when these black troops
of the state and federal elected
Rhodesian security forces, army and
,,, • ,
representatives serving our area.
a-Aati
police may be the world's finest had to leave for other duties, the blue
LEVEL
reappeared.
FEDERAL
guerrillas
jean-wearing
and
counterinsurgency
fighters
•
'
//
/•
, /.,,0-.---/ /,
,
Rhodesian security forces, their
Any senator or representative
invariably maul Mozambique-based
mote/ /
4INVIINV
,
may be reached through the
ZANU guerrillas in pitched battles. But number a military secret but estimated
• -,
congressional switchboard, 202-224,
the, most telling characteristic of the at over 30,000, simply cannot be
,
3121.
war for Rhodesia is that such everywhere. To compensate for this
,///'
//X
of
shortcoming
Here are the mailing addresses:
skirmishes are all too infrequent from familiar
counterinsurgency warfare, blacks in
Sen. Walter D.Huddleston
the government's standpoint
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
Although armed with Soviet bloc AK 'the tribal trust lands are put into new
D. C. 20510
47 automatic rifles, 82-mm. mortars "protected villages" (ominously
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
and 75-mm. recoilless rifles, ZANU .similar-sounding to the "strategic
hamlets" of early Vietnam days),
4107 Dirksen Building
forces avoid pitched battles. Their
-guarded by the villagers themselves. .
Washington D.C.20510
Mozambique
from
infiltration
,.-steady_
,
7
Psychological warfare to win the
Murray Field Office,753-1852
seeks instead to enter tribal trust lands
villagers' loyalty is pushed, and the
Rep. Carroll Hubbard,Jr.'
( where over 4 million of Rhodesia's
government is considering whether to
204 Cannon House Office Bldg..
nearly,6 million blacks live) to swim in
Washington,D. C. 20515
Mao Tse-tung's "ocean'of'the people." campaign for Voluntary surrender of
guerrillas(who now are ofteriexecuted
STATE LEVEL
'The deepening problem for the
State legislators may be reached
Salisbury regime is that so many bands' if they give up). The advent of the dry
season, poor weather for guerrillas,
in Frankfort when the General
of guerrillas sneak through,- becoming
Assembly is in session by dialing 1the effective government here and .gives government forces the
opportunity for a major cleanup in the
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
there through the tribal trust lands.
-Irof the State Capitol Building,
Some,1.200 guerrillas tout of perhaps tribal trtirl.lands_ - Nevertheless, individual pAce and
Frankfort, Ky. 4060,1., Home
2,500 Inside Rhodesia's borders) have
addresses of state legislators
slipped into the Umtali operational army officers are privately 'dubious
about their ability to compete with
serving Calloway County are:.
sector on the northeast border. There is
guerrillas. Playing on hUman fear and
Sen. Richard Weiseaberger
little to show for that many well-armed
greed while brutalizing the people, the
Route 7
men. Road-mining incidents are
/
;‘, •.I.
Mayfield, Ky.42066
guerrillas also talk of dividing im the
sporadic,attempts to cut anilines have
,•
';•-•
farms
big
Kenneth C.Imes
Rep.
by
owned
Rhodesian
whites.
to
threat
Umtali
last
failed,
the
and
Copley News SerVief
ZeAlr
201 S. 3rd Street
itself came last November when a "We can't match the bloody.'tarts'(for
Murray,Ky.42071
terrorists) in pushing the Africans
rocket fired into town failed to explode.
The incompetency of the guerrillas is (blacks) around or promising them the
world,"'one veteran police officer told
legion. Lately they have been trying to
titiritil
us.
detonate newly supplied rifle grenades
Thus,there is a mood offatalism over
with a live cartridge, causing the rifle
to explode in the soldier's face. In 8, beers at day's end at the 3rd Brigade
officers' mess.here.'White officers vow
well-documented recent incident, four
Then Jesus answered and said un7
never to leave Rhodesia, and the
Rhodesian troopers dispersed 170
her, 0 woman, great is thy faith:
to
guerrillas. Moreover, the quality of cemmitment is equally final for black
be it unto thee even as thou wilt.
troops (the army is 2 to 1 black, the
training and discipline of the new
Matthew 15:28.
police 5 to 1) with little future in the new
is
Mozambique
from
coming
guerrillas
If our faith and trust in God is,
Zimbabwe. But nobody talks of
with the increased
declining
what it should be, then our will be
steel, petroleum refining and electric infiltration.
ultimate victory, and there is no doubt • His iil because He always know'•
might consider Owens-Illinois, Armco,
NEW YORK (AP)- The Council on
utilities - - are ccosidered the most
that the guerrillas would agree to any
Atlantic Richfield and Pacific Gas itr'
So, the time to nail the -guerrilla is
' Economic Priorities has published
best.
polluting domestic industries. The Elet.bic, because these-concerns are
perhaps the most unusual"guide this
council seeks to praise those who do
said to have the best pollution
,
year for stock market investors.
their best, and censure the rest.
By SY RAMSEY
abatement records in their respective
It says nothing about profits. It talks
An AP
Among these with the poorest records
industries.
about pollution abatement instead.
Those industries - pulp and paper, _ were Great Northern Nekoosa in paper,
If you were,to use the guide, you
Texaco' in oil -terming,
Gulf- an
Republic and National in the iron-steel
industry, and Central Maine Power
among electric utilities.
A young stock analyst, Alice Tepper
Marlin, set up the council back in 1969
after dwelling, on the notion that the
most. profitable compani s perhaps
Commendation Medal for meritorious
weren't the most desirable c ricerns.in
Second Lt. James L. Scarborough,
service in'Thailand.
terms of what's best for the co try.
son of Richard Scarborough, Sr., of
A new residential subdivision,
The council is now funded by ants,
Panic ensued as the public envisioned
Murray, was killed yesterday in a
what they paid 'last year' rather than
Jackson Acres, opened at the
publications
donations,_
sales, • FRANKFORT,Ky.( AP)-Of all the
helicopter crash on the west bank of
tripling of average assessments,
the
what they could properly pay."
intersection of New Concord and Locust
subscriptions and consulting fees, with taxes levied in Kentucky, the property
•Stone's River near Nashville, Tn.
and a special legislative session was
the
for
reason'
possible
Another
,Grove Roads.
individual grants and donations tax, probably remains the most
property' tax's lack of popularity, called to soothe taxpayers.
Other deaths reported include
Luther Robertson, chairman of the
providing by far the largest part of the unpopular.
The result was passage of a
said, is that valuation of
Tanner
Michael Wade Mohundro, age five
Ironically, several studies published
Board of Directors of the Bank of
income.
act that more or less
"rollback"
imprecise
property is at best, an
show that in
days, James Porter Stubblefield, age
Murray, is pictured as he presents Joe •
Almost from, the beginning it has by the federal government
the propertylaxes.
ittabili7Pd
stasy-,---and-that-inequities-Vare,
effectivaproperty--procesC
66,and Tony E. Duncan,age 77.
Dick"with the keys to his office and
been controversial, but it has earned the past 20 years,the
"The net effect of all this was that the •
tosee, but difficult to prevent."
welcomes him back to the Bank of
respect and sometimes praise too,from tax on single-family homes in Kentucky
inequities of tax effort between local
Technical Sgti--Billy N. Ontlaad has
in
assessments
property
Revised
of
Murray as bank president.
legislators
individuals,
and consistently has been onlytwo-thirds
districts were continued," Tanner said.
been awarded 'the Air Force
cities, counties and school districts
corporations. Some companies have the national average.
"Instead of being the result of
a
and
consternation
in
result
always
visibility
Perhasjs the property tax's
made internal worth available to the
assekSinent levels, they were .
differing
other
against
accusations
wave of
arouses feelings against it.
council. OtherS have balked.
in widely varying tax
reflected
now
property owners by those who feel their
The Farm Bureau Rural Talk Meet girl, Sandra, to Mr. and Mrs. Garland
For homeowners who finance
Based on the best information
rates."
been
have
homes
or
land
own
contest will be held in connection with Trimble on June 19.available from public' and -private - through government-guaranteed loans,
For example, In 1965 the scliI.,Ol 'river-aseessed.
the_ annual Calloway" _County • Farm : Mr.and Mrs.-Hester Brown announce
recettIS, the cdurieiI now has published the levy is -somewhat hidden because it
district rates ranged from $1.25 to $3 •
Journal
State
Frankfort
The
Bureau.picnic on July 27, according to the engagement and approaching
"The Pollution Audit - A Guide t 50 becomes part of the monthly payments.
per $100 of assessed valuation, with the
published a special section- a few years
Mrs. James Harris, Talk Meet marriage of their daughter, Glenda
But for the majority who buy their
Industrials for Responsible Investors."
more than double the lowest
highest
every
of
valuation
the
listing
ago
Jane, to Robert Thomas Hill, son of the
chairman.
homes under conventional financing,
Among petroleum refiners,- the top
rate.
The
County.
Franklin
residence in
Deaths reported include Bennie
Rev. and Mrs.
scorers were Arco, Shell and Exxon. the property tax is payable in annual or
One year later, the variation was
amounting to
Byers, age 82, and Manton Davis.
Larry Lyles, Billy Joe Crick, and
lumps
was net only a sellout, but is- from 29 cents to $1.55 with the highest :
semi-annual
edition
were
ranked
Texaco
and
Gulf
lowest.
Births reported include a boy, William Edwards of Cocoa, Fla., spent
kept as a reference in manyhornes.
In iron and steel, Armco was found to-- __ hundreds of dollars. These payments
five times as much as the lowest rate.
William Creighton, to Mr. and Mrs. the weekend in Murray visiting
Through the years there have been
pollute significantly less than the others drain savings all at once. .
"To this day, neither the courts nor
"
Herbert Lee Williams on July 1, and a
relativesandlriends.
many property tax court decisions. •
Paul Teener, director of the state
of the top sevetivroducers. Inland was
legislature have acted to alter these
the
staff,
Until 1965, the usual theme of such
Revenue Department's research
second, but far behind Armco. And
differences in., taxpayer burden,"
cases was a claim by one taxpayer that
has other theories.
Republic and National ranked lowest.
Tanner said.
other
in
rise
sharp
the
his property was assessed at a higher
"Perhaps
Behind
as
Owens-Illinois
the
best
In spite of-all these problems, things
John Wright Holsapple,age 93.
A. J. Colson, sanitary inspector with
taxes at all levels has caused people to' percentage of market value'than his
pollution abater among pulp and paper
are not,too bad for governing districts •
Charles Brent Henry and Isaac
Health
Calloway , County
the
is
"It
said.
he
tax,"
neighbor's.
attack the property
companies, the council ranked Hoerner
which depend on the property tax. The
Department, said today that the two Dowdy are pictured as they work on
The conventional remedy was to
also the only tax subject to
and International Paper.
Waldorf
value of real estate in Kentucky
taxable
of
the
Murray
campus
beautifytng
most important factors in maintaining
negotiation."
reduce the assessment for the
Twenty one companies were examined.
has doubled during the past decade.
Training School.
health in Calloway County are safe
It makes no difference that .aggrieved party.
Great Northern Nekoosa, American
Tanner said.
Bacon is advertised at 62 cents per
water supply and proper waste
"Such cases helped accelerate the
Kentucky's property taxes always have
and
Can
Continental
.
tan
ranked
pound In the ad for Kroger this week.
disposal. Colson said health officials
decline in assessment levels, Tanner
been among the lowest in the nation, he
lowest.
"The Homestretch" starring Cornet
were always willing to help residents
"Taxpayers think in terms of
said."By 1965 the median county ratios
said.
Electric
&
Gas
Pacific
Mir-I-ray Ledger & Times
ranked
first
Wilde and Maureen O'Hara is showing
with these at their homes.
ranged from perhaps 15„to 40 per cent
Jamong electriC- utilities, but Oklahoma
at the Varsity Theatre.
Walter I. Appersoo
Deaths reported include the Rev.
Publisher
(of market value)."
Gas & Electric and Southern California
R Gene McCutcheon
Finally, a group of- Louisville
Murray Ledger & Times is published
Edison " followed close leehind„ with
WRITEA LETTER •
afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christtaxpayers sued on the broad claim that
Houston Lighting and Powet in fourth
. Letters to the editor are welcomed
MIS Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
the constitutional requirement for
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N 4th St,
Construction work on the Memorial
'place.
Calloway County voted 1,686 to 307to
and encouraged. All letters must be
Murray,Ky.42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
cash-.
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begin
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interest.
, More than 3,500 persons attended the Lee Gingles
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pages.
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annual fourth Simday in June singing
republish local news originated by Vie Murray
k Times as wellas all other AP news.
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FREEDOM

HUMAN
VGHTS

What so proudly we hail---

,
Bible Thought

Business Mirror

Pollution Abatement

News Analysis

Property Tax Probably
Most Unpopular In State

Looking Back
10 Years Ago

1

20 Years Ago

30'Years Ago

40 Years Ago

1

Isn't It The Truth

•

'

_3101-`-t"-Alt;

•
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AND I WANT A
DOLLAR FOR THE FOUR
-HOLES 1 CADDIED!

THAT
CADDYIN6
WM HARD
WORK,5112

WELL, WE EACH MADE
A DOLLAR, MARCIE...
THAT'5 NOT TOO ma.

HOLD ON THEeErSUZL5'.
WHAT ABOUT t(OUR 01'
CAONMA5TER7i'LL Ji)51
TAKE HALF OF THAT!

co 1977 Un.1.4 F021,04 Synd,calit. J.0

THENTNERE'S ONLY
ONE PAIR THING
10 00

MAY HAKIE
I
THAT LAST MF_ATBALL?

THIe4DW IT UP IN THE AIR
AND DAISY ANO I WILL
JUMP FOR IT!

Program of Events
FRIDAY, JULY 8, 1977
7.3.0 P.M. Beauty Contest

-- Lovett Auditorium

MONDAY,JULY 11, 1977
500 P.M. — 4-H Rabbit Show
• 7.00 P.M. — Offic ia I Opening
7700 P.M. — 4 Wheel Drive Pull
TUESDAY, JULY 12, 1977

140‘4% opms

ITS CALLED

---lerse-Y-Cattle Show
7;00 P.M. — Demolition Derby

YOU RE SO PRT

WEDNESDAY,JULY 13,1977

v4-Wheel Drive Pull
Horse it Mule Pull
$.Ky. Lake Music Barn Show

1000 A.M.-- Holstein-Friesian Cattle Show
5:00 P.M. Open Rabbit Show
7:00.P.M. All American Rough Riders
Fire Works
THURSDAY,JULY 14,1977
.1:00 P.M.. KiddiesDay
6:00 P.M. — 4-H & FFA Daisry Show

7:00 P.M.
WHAT ON

I WANTED
ALPHABET
SOUP

EARTH
ARE YOU
:DOI NG ?

WE.
ALL:
OUT •
OF IT

YOU
TELL- ME
WHERE
PH-<E
STREET
IS ?
CAN

MAYBE, BUT
YOU'LL HAVE
TO HOLD MY
DOG A
'MINUTE

-+L
USING UP OUR
LEFTOVER
NOODLES

OKAY,

Horse & Mule Pull

10:00 A.M. —.Beef Cattle shows
5:00 P.M. — Faniily Night
' 7:00 F;.M. — Music Show
SATURDAY,JULY 16,1977
10:00 A.M. — Hog Show
10:00 A.M. — Farm Bureau Day
6:30 P.M.-- Tractor Pull

I

ALWAYS
HAVE 'TO
SCRATCH MY

.BUT'WHY

HEAD WHILE 1
THINK

-

wow,Posture Syrtille•le.

. - ..
' SALE BEGINS TUESDAY, JULY 5
We LIl be closed all Day Monday, July 4 to prepare for the sale

HIGHNESS, THE MEN... FROM
THE JUNGLE ROUTE....cAnnE
TeeP-014 THAT -HOPMErn--

One Group Men's
SPORT COATS

PIERS' DEPT. I

Men'

One Group Men's

'

SUITS

1/2 Price

One Group Men's
TIES
All Men's & BOf'S
SWIM WEAR

Pr%Off

SPORT SHIRTS
Hr's

STRAW HATS

GOP,„?!

Price

20% off

All Men's Dress Shirts & Knil •

PHANTOM „GHOST
WHO WALKS- LEGEND'
OF THE 5LEEPING!

15.0°

All Menu Summer

210/2

SPORT COATS

FR041 THE JUNE,.. TO Z4AL

1/2

LEISURE SUITS.

One Group Men s

THREE ()RUG PUSHER5 RETURN

Odd Om,bro..Oltot,
ded ill" "1"14"

.

20% Off

LADIES'DEPT.

10,Prico

20% Off

All ladies

SLACKS, SKIRTS, BLOUSES-J/2 Price
•All ladies' Summer
OVER 200
YEARS A60.
TN 91.
:
11
PNAN701A CAME
THIS WAY_ IT'
LIKE A DREAM...

OvidA
I TOOK HONORS AT
T1-45 HARVARD BUSWE55504001.WITH MY BaSAY 2\1 "HOW TO
5WINDLe ANY00/75Y AND mar
f3REAK T1-1E LAW"—

(D04
LOCK A5
STUPID
AS HE
•

MEsz?

HIS STUPIDITY

DRESS

Ladies Sommer

PANITUlit•:::—.•.1/3 Off

and Girls
SWIMWEAR
All tadit
PURSES
All Costume
JEWELRY
All Ladies

CAN BECOME
HIS GREATEST
ASSET- Yr—

20% off

JUMPSUITS
All ladies & It

20%—off

20% off

JEANS

1/2 Price
1/2 Price
& Womens

rt

0nareip tithe Pollock! & lean
7

•

SHORTS

Boys & ('irk
$500

CHILDREN'S DEPT.'
The Group Children

Dresses
One lable ladies and Children!

Dress Shoes & Sandals

Ail Ladle' & Children Dress & Casudi

Shoes

20% Off
No Refundi
or Exchanges
on Sale
Merchandise,

SETTLEWORKMAN CO
Downtown Shopping Center

20% Off

All Chrldrens
9 nor Mru 11 yn

1/2 Price
Sportswear

20% off

•

No Alterations
On Sale Merchandise

•`.

•
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Outdoor iore 16 dedicated to the hunters fishermen and others who enjoy the out ot doors

By Chitty Campbell

#41.44440014

Sportsman"
•
For those who want to take corner of Metcalf and
advantage of the Ballard Bellfontaine in my old
County Wildlife management hometown of Lima, Ohio. •In
Area deer hunt this year look the spring and summer I'd
application bury My nese in the stories of
the
for
requirements in an article every kind of fishing known M
elsewhere in this outdoor mankind. Fishing • was
differenct back then. Then in
section.
And speaking of deer the fall and winter I'd read
hunting, if you are interested all the hunting adventures
in participation in one of the between those slick covers.
fall quota gun hunts for Fishing was my sport,
whitetail deer, you can pick up though, and I could barely•
a gun hunt application at any endure those long, cold
of the information points at 'winter months before springthe time when I could hop on
Land Between the Lakes.
Applications must be my "fishing express" bicycle
postmarked by midnight and head for one of the ponds
August 10(and received by the across town in the city park.
Wildlife Management Office, As I remember I was the
Golden Pond, Ky. by August meanest bream fisherman on
15), or delivered in person by Haller -Street and even had
4:30 p.m. August 10 to the The record on the block for
Wildlife Management Office having caught the largest
in the administration building. catfish. I used to "sneak" out
This applies to applications to one of the city water system
for the Kentucky, Tennessee, resevoirs to fish for pike. Of
and Youths Hunts. For course my parents would find
additional information contact out and deliver a punishment
Wildlife management unit, commensorate to my crime. I
TVA, Land Between The thought it was terrible to be
Lakes, Gelden Pond, KY. punished for going fishing in a
42231, telephone 502-924-5602. place they just didn't want me
to fish. But I didn't look at the
I can remember as a 14 mile round trip on a bicycle
youngster anxiously alvaitilig- -thititighbeaVy traffic as being
the new issue of OUTDOOR the least bit dangerous. And
LIFE to hit- the shelf at then too, I was always by
Davis's Drug Store on the myself because none of my
fishin' buddies' parents- would
let them go with me. Any
number of consequences could
have arisen and there I would
have been — alone, I never did
understand the worry I put my
parents through until this last
year.. M4.40 year-old son, Chris, is
at the age when I first pulled a
little pike out' of a • resevoir
enter the skin from any where I wasn't supposed to be.
prone to try to adopt such
open wound which the,. For his own
an animal.
safety and his
saliva contacts.
A couple of years ago, a
parent's peace of mind, he
Any suspicious animal isn't supposed to go off
group of youngsters at a
to the
should be reported to the dreaded "back
church-sponsored
childpond" oh the
local 'authorities — either farm. It is a summer
ren's home captured a
resort
fox. They thought the
the county health depart- for
vacationing
water
ment, the local con- - moccasions.
animal looked sick, so they
But the 'Wind is a
servation officer or the good bassin'
brought it to the Game
hole.
sheriff's office. If someone
Farm at Frankfort for
You guessed it. Son, Chris,
is bitten or otherwise attreatment. After a few
"sneaked" off and hauled out
tacked, he should seek
days, the fox died, and the
his first bass-on a rcid—and reel
immediate medical aid and
Department of Health
using a spinner bait. It was a
every attempt should be
confirmed that it was
42 pounder.
made to kill or capture the
rabid. Two of the Game
Elated over his catch ne
Farm employees and all
animal.
figured the--folks would be
the children who had come
By the time the symp- equallyhappy
in contact with the fox had
toms of rabies appear, it is- the fact
he went where heL
to take the painful series of
to9 late to counteract the shouldn't.
He showed mama
disease by vaccination.
rabies shots.
thefish and all was well, but
Health department of- he
All children, particularly
just couldn't tell papa when
• those living in rural areas
ficials can determine, by he
got home from work. The
where the chances of enexamining the animal's
story came out though after
head, whether or not it is
countering wild animals
papa accidently found the fish
rabid. If the animal cannot
are great, should be
in the freezer.
be located, then the victim
warned about the dangers
There was no reprimand but
of handling, or even apusually must undergo the
we worked out a deal where he
rabies treatment as a
proaching, any animal that
doesn't go fishing back there
is acting sick or unusual, or
precaution.
without his papa. And the bass
Which does not seem to be : Of course, all dogs, cats
is
now being mounted by Paul
or other pet animals should
afraid of them.
Black.
be
innoculated
as
directed
Rabies is transmitted
by a veterinarian, and even
from one animal to
I found an interesting piece
an immunized pet should
another, or to man, by the
of information for those who
be watched closely if it is
saliva from the diseased
enjoy nesting birds and put oul
bitten by a suspected
animal, usually through a
birdhouses for them. If- you
rabies carrier. "
bite. But _ the virus can
ever,have problems of birds

Skunks And Other Animals
Are Mies Carriers
JAM,
-

By-John Wilson
If you see a wild animal
acting strangely, leave it
strictly alone. ,1 There's
always the possibility that
it has rabies. '
Although this dread
disease is most commonly
associated with dogs,
virtually all mammals can
contract rabies and
transmit it to man. Foxes,
bats and rats are among
the most common carriers
of rabies, but skunks may
actually
be
more
dangerous, since they
carry-the rabies virus for
six to eight months, according to Joe Bruna,
director of the Department
91 Fish and Wildlife's game
agement division.
:4 This means that even a
deodorized" skunk bought
a pet store and cer•,Ified disease-free could
".:auddenly develop rabies
:months after it is purhased, Bruna says.
A. wild - animal with
::fabies often does not
Asithibit the fear of man that
natural among wild
Slkeatures. This can lead
iany people to think that
e animal is a lost "pet."
ildren are especially
'ret•
4r

Lindsey's
Jewelers

Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & fishing Licenses
II k voile ion

Tennis Department

avoiding your birdhouses for
no apparent reasons, it may
be due to the color of the
house. In a study conducted atthe University of Wisconsin,
involving 11 years of testing,
here's a rundown on construction of 98 nests by wrens
in painted test boxes:
41 times
Red
Green
31 times
• 16 times
Blue
Yellow
8 times
White
2times
The AMERICAN COONER,
the national tree hound
magazine has an interesting
gadget advertised in it. For
those who have difficulty in
following their dogs and at the
same time trying •to keep
themselves oriented as to
where the truck is, -it is now
easy to locate the truck with a
special horn blowing device.
No, the truck doesn't come
driving up when you blow this
special device. You hook this
gadget up to your truck horn.
You can order this device to
perform one of three ways-If
you want your horn to blow on
the hour you order "No.1"; or
if you only want your horn to
automatically blow every 30
minutes you order "No. 2". If
you are the panic type you can
order "No. 3" and it will blow
your truck horn every 15
minutes. All of the blows will
hold less than 15 seconds.
What's next;guys?

PHOENIX, AR
— The
thrill of competition and
fellowship are the two reasons
the U. S. Army Reserve Capt.
William "Bill" Beard is active
competitive
in
target
shooting.
Beard
of
Bardwell,
Kentucky, competed in the
17th U. S. Internaitonal
Shooting Championships,
which were held at the Black
Canyon Shooting Range, 10
miles north of Phoenix. The
competition ran from June 1324 and is sanctioned by the
National Rifle Association.
The shooters are also
competing for positions on the
U.S. Shooting team which will
compete in the Confederation
of Americas Championships in
Mexico City in November.
"I do it (shoot) as much for
the fellowship as for anything
else. Shooters are almost all,
as a lot, a very good group of
people. They Are very nice
people," the shy Kentuckian
said. "I do enjoy the thrill of
competition. I like to win..."
Beard now lives in
Cincinnati, Ohio, -where he
works with the Ohio River
Basin Commission as a water
resource planner. The browneyed, brown-haired shooter
described his job as trying to
get the users of area water, 10
Federal agencies and 11 states
together to decide what to do
with he water, what water
projects to build, and what
projects not to build.
Beard began shooting when
he entere_ cl Murray State
University
in
Murray;
Kentucky, 10 years ago. He
was the National collegiate
Champion his senior year,and
after graduation tried -out for
the U.S. Army team. He made
the team and served two-years
active duty. He has been a
Reservist for three-years.
He believes his -biggest

Mad Comely lifliffrAtm
ihatiWagon
Oaf Anified
Hunters will have a -14-day
period in which to apply for
—deer hunting at the Ballard
County Wildlife Management
Area in Western Kentucky,
according to regulations
proposed by the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
All hunters wishing to hunt
deer on the Ballard area must
submit a letter of application
between July 1 and July 14,
1977. A random drawing will
be used to select the 120
'hunters for each of the siztwoday hunts.
Three bow hunts are
scheduled for the area: Oct.
16-17, Oct:23-24 and Oct. 30-31.
In addition, three gun hunts
are scheduled for Oct. 21-22,
Oct. 28-29 and Nov. 5-6.
Wildlife biologists feel these
hunts are necessary to reduce
the size of the deer population
in the area, thus lessening the
chances of disease and
overbrowsing.
Only one application per
individual will be permitted.
Multiple applications - will

good shooters talk a lot," he
laughingly said.
Beard shoOts rifle events in
competition and says his
favorite event is the English
Match. In the English Match,
shooters fire 80 shots in 2
hours at targets set at 50
meterii. A smallbore rifle is
used and there are three
courses of fire. Beard did not qualify for the
U. S. team in any of the
smallbore (.22 caliber) events
Ind feels his chances of
making the team in one Of the
two Big Bore categories(Free
Rifle-300 Meter and Big Bore
Standard Rifle) are 10-1
against him, because he feels
the other competitors are
more experienced in those
events.

COMPETITION TARGET SHOOTER-Bill Beard, former
Murray State Universtiy student and rifle team member,
enjoys the "thrill of competition." He is shown here at
the Black Canyon Shooting Range, the site for the 17th
U.S. International Shooting Championships Beard was
the national Collegiate Champion during his senior year
at Murray State University.

President &tiff Proclaims
Safe toiling Week

result in disqualification of the
applicant.
All hunters wishing to apply
should follow the.steps below
President Carter has
carefully,
says
Game
proclaimed July 3 through
Management Director • Joe 9 as National Safe Boating
Brune. Failure to do so could
Week, prompting Col.
lead
to
delays
•or
Henry J. Hatch, Nashville
disqualification, he warns.
District engineer, to urge
Each letter of application
all boating enthusiasts to
must contain t,he following:
practice s'afe boating
habits throughout the year.
1.. The name of each
Last year there were 34
applicant (limit two flames
drownings at the nine lakes
per application)
in the district, which had a
2. Address
record attendance of ap3. Age
proximately 30.9 million
number
Telephone
4.
5. Hunting license number
6. Prefered method of
return a $10 fee (cashier's
hunting(gun or bow)
7. First, Second and Third check or tnoney order payable
to Dept. of Fish & Wildlife
choices of hunting dates
Resources).
A stamped, self-addressed
Applications should be
envelope must accompany addressed to: Manager,
each
application.
All Ballard County Wildlife
applicants will be notified Management Area, Rt. 1,
whether or not they were LaCenter, Kentucky 42050.
successful in the drawing. Each envelope should have
Those 'nitro are chosen to hunt either -"gun" or "archery"
will have 14 days from the written in the lower left
time they are notified to corner.

visitors. From January
through mid-June of this
yeas',-there have been 15
drownings. Fourteen of the
victims were male, between the ages of 8 and 48;
and none were wearing the
personal flotation device -approved by the U.S. Coast
Guard.
Col. Hatch stressed that
the increased participation
in recreational boating
adds to the responsibility of
developing and practicing
safe - boating
skills.
Everyone who uses water,
whether it is boating,
swimming, or fishing from
the bank,should be able-to
swim and to aid others who
may be in trouble, Hatch
said.
He added: "National
Safe Boating Week lasts
only seven dvs; but
boating fun and safety
should go hand-in-hand all
year long."

Storey's

See Us For

Outdoorsmen:

Uniroyal, Gumbo, ond Michelin Tiros

We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
114S. Stit

problem with shooting is
trying to find enough time to
practice. He says he hasn't
had the time to train since he
got out o(the Army.
"I really haven't been able
to train but I knew I didn't
want the Army as a career so I
got out. I knew that by that
point in my life I needed to get
started on whatever would he
my life work," he said.
Although he feels he doesn't
practice enough, he says he
will keep shooting. "Since I
haven't practiced golf for 10
years I will stick with
shooting," he said. "Basically I am shy and
conservative. I've heard that
doesn't make for' a good
shooter. Some of the best, like
Lones Wigger and Lanny
Bassham, are exttoverts. The

Foodamd
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.

Murray, Ky.

Hwy.641 So.

753-1640

Phone 753-8322

imemmelor

Uncle Jeff's

Sporting Goods Dept.
All mo.
rchon&s sold of discount Om

Fishing Tackle
Camping- Equipment
j
Booting Accessories
.1
Guns X Ammo
J=.
"
or.:Hay.

641 South Philo 753-9491

.0111111.t.

W

I••

itiqilairti" _

11•111
t run mug

It:•7! •

42"

Vernon's C
WESTERN STORE

hIppawa

SIM

gr.

Sportsman's Special

•

appy
Holiday
Travel,
Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky
Lake

DON McCUIRE

GRAYSON McCLURE

Tolre 94 Cost out of Murray for 1 mdes Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 mdes past Sooner s Grocery take
tdocktop .nto Pciooramoor•d toNov, blorA,top to your rtght

Telephone 502-436-5483

hey the ferivevs Nosh N Kohn Soot owl receive yew mu choice ef SS.1tS
retail Fish Fillet Clove. S pair ef such et SS 95 coshl

1111r
-Earvitok Now- ,
„..„

e

Olympic Plaza

Prompt, Efficient Service
Is Our Business-

UTSON
q
ft*
rfilizer
Located W. Railroad Avenue

Chemical Co.

753-1933

—--------------
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buying demand. Following
extensive reseaich in the field
of high modulus graphite
fibers, Fenwick was first to
offer the angling public a line
of HMG rods in its original
series of five fly rods and four
casting rods.
These nine initial rod
models met the company's
exacting standards only after
a blend of technology, coupled
with exclusive resin systems
WESTMINSTER, CALI- models.
Designed for the sesious and the use of high modulus
fornia
—
After
an
graphite material, produced a
overwhelming acceptance by angler looking for ultimate
fishermen of its first-on-the- performance in a fishing rod- combination which fishermen
market HMG High Modulus such as the expert fly caster or accepted as the most
Graphite rods last year, the tournament batspro-. advanced innovation in fishing
Fenwick has increased its new HMG rods met with such rods since the fiberglass rod
line,
including
the outstanding success in 1974 blank.
introduction of a completely that most numbers were were
Doubling the previous line of
new five-rod series of spinning backlogged under heavy HMG's is the introduction of a
trio of HMG fly rods ranging
from 7' to 9' in length; five
WHAT DOES GRAPHITE DO
spin rods, from 4'6" to 8'3"
FOR THE
and one new 5'casting rod.
BASS FISHERMAN
The most distinguishing
characteristics
of
the
DISTANCE-It casts a lure father due to the itseiid of recovery expanded, 18-model HMG line
of graphite which is most improtant when fishing small lures are (1) their extreme light
a n rl light lines in clear water.
weight; (2) small rod
ACCURA.tCYL--It casts more accurately because the rod is diameter and (3) relatively
lighter and because the lure travels farther. An attribute "stiff,"
yet
extremely
appreciated by the fisherman accustomed to working brushy sensitive action.
areas.
HMG models weigh as little
SENSITIVITYVITY- Graphite provides a new dimension' in
sensitivity simply because in the past, the characteristic of a as 25 per cent less than
rod was limited by its construction. Lower level vibrations comparable fiberglass rods
can be perceived by tne angler as well as greater distinction and up to 40 per cent less than
bamboo. They are apbetween types of vibrations. These two sensitivity factors
result in feeling light "pick-ups" that went unnoticed or hiproximately one-third less in
rod diameter. And due to the
detecting those marginal hts that initially seemed to be a
fine
rod dampening qualities
weed or bottom condition.
SETTING TI-1E HOOK- The stiffness of the rod allows for of HMG fiber combined with
much faster setting of the hook. This will put more fish on the the Fenwick resins system,
much unwanted rod vibration
string.
is
eliminated ( an end to
ABILITY TO HANDLE RANGES OF LURES- Graphite rods
are capable of handling a greater variety of weight. This "wavy" lines during a cast)
results in fewer rods necessary. in the boat and more while the rods retain a greater
importantly, fewer rods necessary by the bass angler to senstitivity to vibrations
TRANSMITTED
ALONG
cover his fishing requirements.
THE
FISHING LINE.
EASE IN HANDLING- Light weight but tip *fled combine to
Don Butler, national bass
make casting much easier. A decided advantage to a hns_s
tourney
pro from Tulsa,
angler who fishes continuously dawn to dusk and then some.
Oklahoma, summed up the
sensitive feel of HMG rods hy
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GRAPHITE RODS-What is graphite? The word is merely
a convenient term for a very stiff type of "Carbon fiber,"
which was invented in 1965 by the Royal Aircraft
Establishment, Farnborough, England. Pictured above
are a fly-rod, bait-casting rod, and spin-casting rod made
from the revolutionary material. When compared to
fiberglass as a rod material, the graphite is equal in
strength with 25% less vieight and approximately one_
third less diameter distance The stiffer feeling of
traphite also offers greater accuracy and better line control.

The Poor Boy Bass the 8100.00 first place money
Association held its fifth, of and acciunulating 100 first
regular
season place points, to move him
six,
tournaments on Lake Barkley from twenty-fourth position
at the State Park Marina. into a tie for the fifteenth
Nineteen Poor Boys drew for position in the seasons point
boat partners at 4:30 a. m. standings. Bill's catch was
Boats were launched and the eight fish with atotal weight of
teams eased out of the brake- ten pounds,four ounces.
water area by 4:50 a.m. The
Allen Posella, Owensboro,
day broke overcast and windy. Ky. took second place cash of
Water surface temperatures $64.00 and second place points
were recorded in the high of 98 to place him firmly in
seventies and low eighties. eleventh postiion in the point
Skys remained overcast until standings. Al accomplished
11:30 a. m. causing a better this with six fish weighing a
than average catch in the total of seven pounds, twelve
numbers of fish taken. Fifteen ounces.
Third place position was
of the nineteen contestants
reported a catch at the 3:00 p. earned by Danny Johnson,
m. weigh-in. The mast-03t,Qttlt `flreen, Ky. with a
effective lures were plastic catch of two fish weighing a
worms. Fish were taken from total of five pounds, one ounce.
the lake in water from two to Danny's third place position
twelve feet deep.
yeidl cash of 833.00 and ninety
Bill Hough, Owensboro, Ky. eight points to assure an
captured first palce; winning invtation to the Poor Boy

Tao Winch Rope

In boaiing just as in other
sports, it's the little things that
count. You could take for
granted the rope or cable that
comes on your trailer's winch.
But if you looked into it
somewhat, you'd discover
useful bits of knowledge.
Both synthetic rope and
wire cable are in use. Each
has its good points and its
devotees.
Synthetic ropes are quite
soft and pliable and thus are
.always easy on the hands.
When they crisscross upon
winding up on the winch drum,
they compress and are seldom
-harmed. Repeated chafing on
metal parts of the trailer and
the high pressure caused by
criss-crossing and jammingtogether on the winch evenIllegal roadside hunting and paochmg on private lands are tually breaks individual
poaching on private land'
. 'increasing rapidly."
strands in steel cable. Then it
have incresased considerable "Alabama has a liberal can be hard on the hands and
during the hunting seasons, hunting season and liberal bag clothing.
according to officials of the limits and both can be _On the other hand, steel
Department of. Conservation sustained under legal hunting cable rarely breaks without
and Natural Resources.
Its
gradual
conditions," Kelley said, "But warning.
the frequency of illegal deterioration shows up quite
The Department's Game roadside
hunting
and visibly and one can act to
and Fish Director Charles poaching, combined with replace it in time. But,
Kelley
reported
that other type violations, is sometimes cable does break
,complaints reaching his office creating doubts in the minds from unexpected 'internal
support claims form la* of many that our liberal rusting. The MerCruiser stern
enforcement personnel in the seasons and bag limits can drive boating authorities
.field that illegal hunting and survive," heconcluded.
suggest that you grasp a few
commenting in the Marchof
issue
1974
April,
BASSMASTER Magazine, "I
took one to the (Bass)
Bassmasters' Classic and I
had this new little bait called
the Spin Bug. That darn bait
seemed like it would shake the

rod out of my hands when it
was swimming. It felt so
alive..Then I tried the Spin
Bug on a different rod and to a
great extent it turned out to be
the HMG) rod tha,t was
transmitting the action of the
bait so well."

Illegal Minting
In Akins

The cOlumn will be a bit
Friend of mine-by the name
short today because the of Lindy Carr finally became a
getting ready for the camping four wheeler after doing a
trip kept us up until the wee right smart of shopping. I
wee hours of the night and the went witli'him to get his first
schedule for the day is already four wheel drive rig this week
crammed. Our family really and it was a dandy - a genuine
enjoys the camping out times 1941 Willys military jeep. The
but sometimes I wonder if great granddaddy of all four
maybe all of us who camp wheel drives. This was the
might not profit by doing some original, the one that started it
careful study of the original all. Driving it sure did bring
inhabitants Of this area:Iliviftck iffrood of memOrreSTAS
American Indian was truly the belt as I can tell this is the
master of living in the great"
,,out of doors.
I don't believe his wife
carried as much stuff along as
mine is inclined to, however. A
four wheel -drive truck is
really an asset when it comes
to moving all the stuff
required for a three day
outing. Three fourths of it we
never seem to use but I guess
its nice to know it's there if
A young man behind the
you did ever happen to need it. wheel was losing his battle
Had a real nice group of four with a snow-bank. Even with
wheelers down from the his two female companions
Cinncinnati area two weeks pushing, he could not get away
ago..-We'll try to run a stOry on from the curb.
them next week complete with
Out of the Mist
pictures. They liked it so much
Then, when things looked
we understand one or two of hopeless, along came a Jeep
them are considering moving Wagoneer with Quadra-Trac.
down here if they can find a -Do you want me to pull you
job. That good old western out.."
Kentucky hospitality can be
This Wagoneer was facing
contagious.
in the opposite direction and

oldest of all the four wheel
drives in the county and 1941 is
the first year that jeeps were
put into production for the
military. There were a few
pilot models built in 1940. For
a rig that is thirty six years old
the jeep is in remarkably good
condition.
It's time to go. Have a nice
week and HAPPY FOUR
WHEELING.

THE LONE RANGER NEVER DID BETTER
the vehicle in trouble was
boxed in by cars which had
parked haphazardly along the
uneven snowbanks. The Jeep
driver made several U-turns
in the congested traffic before
he found the opening he
needed. He backed up to
within a foot of the small car.
He removed a short chain
from the rear of the Jeep, and
professionally attached the
two vehicles.
He got Wit -100--the
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Thornton
Body
Shop

Arm."

24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray,Ky

Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486

Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
753-6779
In The Jackson Purchase
408 N 4th

We Appreciate Your Business

.11••••••••••••=1.

753-5693

Murray Bait CO.

641 Super Shell

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St.

•

Home of the longggg dozen

Bears
Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery Service

'

Murray, Ky. 42071
753-9189

753-3226

lire lor

Outdoor Sportsman

Pim 15)151i

Five Points

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

753-5142

The

Your lull service s'atoon
at the Heart of
the Campos

a

BUCKS BODY SHOP
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Five Points
AMOCO

Wagoneer. The chain went off.
"Who Was That
taut and pulled the small car
, Stranger?"
effortlessly into the center of
This is the kind of thing you
the street.
The girls cheer' The expect of the Lone Ranger.
driver of the small car , You don't expect to see it on a
fumbled with his gloves and snow-covered street, but the
neer. Ranger never did ti
looked indecisive, perhaps Lott
wondering whether he should better.
The stranger's name was
give money. The Jeep driver
reached out, grabbed the Gunther Mench. This was the
other man's hand, shook it third person he'd rescued that Reprinted From
vigorously, smiled, got back afternoon, he said. Gunther Bergen County N. J. Record
into the Wagoneer and drove looked for people to help Dec. 18, 1973

Cain's, AMC,Jeep

never rubs or jams against
parts of the trailer or winch,
for this can- chafe and break
filaments.
Thanks to its smaller
diameter, a greater length of
steel cable can be wound onto
a winch drum. The need for a
long line is sometimes the
reason a boat owner will
choose cable over rope.
As a drum fills with
whatever type of line is used,
its working diameter increases and the mechanical
advantage Of the winch
gearing falls off. In such a
case, steel cable will fill the
drum less and maintain better
mechanical advantage.

Three hours of fishing time is all it took to bring in this,,
load of fish. Preston Barrett and is son Eric show what
fly-fishing around willow hatches will produce. Shown
here are some of the 59 stripes, 14 bluegills and 1
largemouth that were caught from Kentucky Lake.

because he knew service
stations could not handle all
the appeals and because in the
severe New England winters,
lie15ing a neighbor bacomes a
routine matter of mutual
survival.
-.Most people around here
are surprised when you offer
help," he said. "They just
don't expect to be helped
here."
"Doing people a, favor for
something people don't expect
anymore. In a way, I'm
courious to see how people act
when I help them."
He drove away then, and in
the distance you could
hear "Hi Yo Wagoneer!"
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900 Sycamore

inches of suspected cable
between your fingers and both
bend and twist it to open up its
lay. This allows its internal
-vndition to be checked.
Synthetic ropes do not rust
or rot, but prolonged exposure
to the sun's direct rays does
deteriorate them. They
become noticeably stiffer.
When that happens there is no
easy fix; the rope must be
replaced. Care must be taken
to see that synthetic rope

National Calssic to be held in
October, 1977. He is number
one position with a total point
accumulation for the first five
events of 412 points.
The top ten contests, after
five events in the len point
standings:
1. Danny Johnson, Bowling
Green, Ky. 412; 2. Bill Pirtle,
Bowling Green, Ky. 394; 3.
Roger Pickard, Beaver Dam,
Ky. 337; 4. Henry Williams,
Owensboro, Ky. 310; 5. Andy
Arnold, Valley Station, Ky.
309; 6. Larry Nichols,
Cromwell, Ky. 305; 7. Fred
Leatherland, Boonville, Ind.
275;
8.
James
T.
Westmoreland
Jr., Ft.
Campbell, Ky. 270; 9. Larry
Ranburger, Owensboro, Ky.
248; 10. Dennis Seltsam,
Owensboro, Ky. 236.
At the end of six regular
season tournaments the top
six contestants in the seasons
accumulated point standings
will be invited to the Poor Boy
National Classic Tournament
to be held in October, 1977.
Four additional contestants
will be qualified in the Poor
Boy National Classic "Wild
Card" Qualifier event to be
held September 10, 1977.

brow si

FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area

Eating Is A Family Affair
6:3011:W Sun. thru Thurs.
6:301:00 Fri. g Sot.

Hwy.641 South

.

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Quality 8 Quantity Guarenteed
OOOOOsea OOOOOOOsea OOOOO
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Golfers Battle
Gusty Winds

Zisk Trying To
Teach Teammates
By BARRY WILNER
hits and 'Tony Armes a solo
AP Sports Writer
homer to support Blue.
Richie ask knows what it's
Royals 12, Indians 2
like to be in the playoffs. And
Kansas City moved within
he's trying to teach his 21-2 games of first place in the
teammates how to get there:
AL West as Joe Zdeb smashed
When the Chicago White Sox fixe hits .and had four runs
obtained Zisk from Pittsburgh batted in, including a threein the off-season,they knew he rctri homer in the fifth.
was a winner after having
Marty Pattin, 2-2, replaced
played on three divisional starter Paul Splittorff with
titlists with the Pirates. Now none out and Cleveland ahead
Zisk is instilling that positive 2-0 in the first inning. Pattin
'attitude in the White Sox.
allowed just three hits the rest
think our guys are getting of the way.
the feeling of What it's like to
Amos Otis - and John
LEAGUE CHAMPS-The Cubs were the chaiiipiens of the T.gidi League. The playent Is the had
be in the playoffs," Zisk said Mayberry each contributed
row we, left to right, Jason Samosas, Jimmy IN,Tripp Nix, Cory Story end Shoes Noma. Frost
Friday after the White Sox solo home runs to the 18-hit
row, Brno Thurmond, Chad Woods, Deo Easley, Jowly DM*,Stephanie Se-- is, At* Rickmoved back into first place in Kansas City attack.
man, Mork Watkins mid Meaty McCeistea. The coaches are, left to right, Steve Sonimat. INly
the American 'League West
Brewers 2, Mariners 1
_Nix eat Gunner Nonce. Two players were not present for Noe photo. They were Kelly Forrester
with a 5-2 triumph ever
Rookie Moose Haas was
end Korea Reins.
•
Minnesota. "That ,was real glad to see July. Haas, 5-5,
•
playoff - atmosphere out . was 0-3 with a 7.72 earned run
there.
average in June but he pitched
A crowd of 35,709 turned out a fine four-hitter and struck
and saw Zisk blast two home out eight against the
runs and drive in all five runs Mariners.
for the Sox. The fans chanted,
Sixto Lezcano's solo home
"We're No. 1" throughout the run in the fourth inning won
By KEN RAPPOPORT
ninth inning.
the game for Milwaukee.
Norman had a shutout until
behind the, combined five-hit
AP Sports Writer
If the Sox continue to get
Orioles 8, Red Sox 2
pitching of Larry Dierker and Gene Tenace slammed his
- pitching like Chris Knapp's , Doug DeCinces' two two-run Remember those magic Rawly Eastwick.
,ninth homer'of the year with
nine-hitter, they certainly will -- homers and Jim -Palmer's wands the Chicago Cubs were
Dierker withstood Bobby two- out in the ninth inning.
carried waving earlier this season? Murcer's leadoff triple, Foster,provided Norman with
be in good shape. Knapp, 74, seven-hitter
got a' boost right away when Baltimore past slumping Well, they've suddenly turned leading to the Cubs' run in the his winning margin with a
Zisk slammed a three-run Boston and within 21-2 games into ordinary bats. ,
second
inning,- - and two-run homer in the. third
The Cubs appear to have extinguished two serious inning.
homer in the first inning off of the first place Red Sox.
loser'Dave Goltz,8-5.
The Red Sox had bombed lost all their power in recent threats through seven innings.
Astros 3, Braves 1
Major league batting leader Palmer for nine home runs in days- and as a result are Eastwick took over in the
J.R. Richard and Joe Niekro
Rod Carew had a triple and his last two appearances losing some of their lead in the eighth and blanked the Cubs ,combined for a four-hitter,
single in five at bats and against them, but the 1976 Cy National League East.
without a hit in posting his leading Houston over Atlanta.
remained at .411.
Young Award -winner was in -We're going thrOugh
Richard,.7-6, gave up all the
ninth save.
Elsewhere in,the American control Friday. He struck out little spell right now where
Atlanta hits before needing
Phillies 7,Pirates 6
League, Oakland shut out seven and walked three in everything we hit is at
Ted Sizemore capped a relief in the ninth inning when
California 2-0 behind Vida snapping the Oriols' 11-game somebodY," said Chicago three-run, 14th-inning rally he allowed the .first two
Blue, Kansas City borpbect losing string against Boston. pitcher Mike Krukow after a 3- with an RBI single that batters to reach base. Before
1 loss tO the St. Louis carried Philadelphia over that, Houston's starting
Cleveland 12-2, Milwaukee
Tigers 5, Yankees 1
. edged Seattle 2-1, Baltimore
The -Tigers grabbed' their 'Cardinals Friday night."Ws a Pittsburgh. The Pirates had pitcher never was in. trouble,
topped/Roston 8-2, handing the • fifth consecutive triumph as big series against St. Louis-I gone ahead 6-4 in the top of the except for the fifth, when a
*.ftect-Sbx their seventh straight Jason Thornpsbn and Milt just wish we could play better 14th on Duffy Dyer's RBI double, by Rowland Office
defeat, Detroitbeat New York May slugged home runs and in this park.'
double and an error by right drove in Atlanta's only run.
5-1 and Texas _outslugged Dave Rozema earned his first Not only has Busch Stadium fielder Bake McBridp that
Expos 6-5, Mets 5-3
been a recent frustration. fizie allowed another run totcore..' Tony Perez hit a two-run,
Toronto 11-8.
victory in three weeks.
the Cubs, but so-has Olympic
A's 2, Angels 0 •
- Rangers 11, Blue Jays 8
Gene Garber. 3-4, was the tie-breaking homer in the
Blue, 6-9, pitched a fiveTexas' 14-hit attack was led Stadium in Montreal. They winner and Grant Jackson, 0- sixth inning to help Montreal
hitter to win his 12th straight by Willie Horton's three hits 'were shut out there prior lo 3, the loser.
beat New York in the first
game at 'Anaheim Stadium and Bert Campaneris' fourth; two defeats in St. Louis and
game of their twi-night
Dodgers 10,Giants 5
have scored a total of two runs
and the A's seventh in eight homer of the season.
Ron Cey's 17th home run, doubleheader.
games with -talifornia this
Horton went 3-for-5, scored in their last three losses.
The Expos hung on to win
the highlight of a five-run fifth
season. Blue hasn't ledt... in twice and drove'in 'a-run in Chicago Manager Herman inning, sent Los Angeles past the second game after Andre
Anaheim since July 20, 1969, support of ,Doyle Alexander's Franks isn't taking it too hard; San Francisco. Bill MadlOck Dawson rapped alwo-run,tiehis majorlleague debut. He seventh
victory., in 12 though.
connected for two home runs breaking homer in the sixth.
didn't credit his fastball nor decisions.
"Look, we're still 6½ games off the Dodgers' Doug Rau, 8his curve nor the excellent
Toronto rookieSteve Staggs in front," said Franks, whose 1, including a three-run drive
fielding of his teammates for homered and singled in his team' led by 8"2• before the
in the third for the game's first
the streak.
first
major league losing streak. "This is no runs. Madlock's second homer
Manny San guillen had three appearance,
funeral, you know. How can I came -iii the sixth
with the
be disappointed?' We play bases empty.
totnorrow."
In other National League . Reggie Smith had fotir hits
games, the Philadelphia for the Dodgers,while Cey and
Phillies edged the Pittsburgh Steve Yeager each drove in
Pirates 7-6 in 14 innings; the three runs. Yeager,'who had'r
-Los-Angeles Dodgers defeated trtple----and double, left the
7 INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP)
the San Francisco Giants.10-5; game after being struck' by a
- He's been given protection the Cincinnati Reds nipped the foul tip in the sixth.
worthy of the President of the San • Diego Padres 2-1; the
Reds 2,Padres 1
United States since arriving in Houston Astros stopped the Fred Norman scattered five
California, yet Seattle Slew is Atlanta Braves 3-1 and the hits and George
Foster
expected ....to-victually .1)ide Montreal Expos beat the New slammed his 21st home-run-to;
from his six-horse opposition York Mets twice,6-5 and 5-3.
lead Cincinnati over San
Sunday in the 8316,400 Swaps
Tony Scott an
Ted Diego. Norman,iinproving his
Stakes at Hollywood Park.
Simmons drove in St. Louis record to 9-3, walked two and
The undefeated winner of runs in'the first inning and the struck Out eight
as he
the Triple Crown breaks from Cardinals added a run in the completed his
fourth game of
the No: 2 gate at Hollywood eighth, beating the Cubs the year.
Park as the odds-on favorite to • •
'
win the 11 4-mile test of 3-yearolds.
Jean Cruguet, the French
speedboater Dr.' Robert
jockey who has ridden Seattle • By The Associated Press
2 HOT DOGS
TENNIS
Magoon in his attemptto-Set a
Slew throughout hls career,
WIMBLEDON,
England
world
record for crossing the
Will
bein
the
again
in
.irons
AND A COKE
this West Coast debut for the Virginia Wade of Great- Atlantic in a power boat.
The 36-foot boat, with
colt who won the Kentucky Britain captured the women's
Derby, Preakness
and singles title at Wimbledon, Magoon and a,crew of three
defeating Betty Stave of the aboard, left the Rota Naval
Belmont Stakes.
Base in Spain Friday.
This time, the 'champion Netherlands 4-6,6-3,6-1.
Miss Wade thus became the
ipust carry a high weight of
ROWING
l26' pounds, giving up at least first British woman-to gain the
HENLEY-ON-THAMES,,
.six to each of his six rivals._ title since Ann Jones defeated England. - The Irish .Gar4a
'one of whom is given much Billie Jean Ring eight years crew, defeated the Harvard
ago.
University eight by a quarter
,•hance of pulling an upset.
GOLF
•
of a length to win a heat of the
MILWAUKEE - Mike Grand Challenge Cup- at the
Morley, Keith Fergus, Fuzzy Henley Regatta.
Zoeller and Gary McCord all
TRACK AND FIE1.D
fired three-under-par 69s to
first-round
lead
in
the
take
the
SOCHI, U.S.S.R. Brenda
10
Vni Get, All This In Living Color
$130,000 Greater Milwaukee Moorhead, an 18-year-old
Mils Scenic Background.
American, upset 1.ywtmila
Open Golf Tournament.
EE
10
BARCELONA, Spain - Maslakova in the 100-meter
I - 2 - 8 vIO's - 2 - 5 lc 7's 10
Tom Watson shot a nine- dash as a young U.S team
10 Acts
2 tharms and All lour tiegaii.%es
under-par 63 on the final round made a strong showing
E2
NO EXTRA SELLING No Fd,,, Fee No Handling Charge
to tie the course record and against a Soviet powerhouse,
won the Barcelona Golf trailing 102-97 ht the end of the
15 COLOR PORTR&ITS
44
Tourney by 11 strokes with a first day's events.
2 COLOR (HARMS
269.
DUESSELDORF. West
Kt
3 to 5 COLOR
10
AUTO RACING
Germany - Johnny Jones
Kt
NEGATI%
DIJON, France - Britain's r nipped Houston McTear' by
10
John Watson, driving a' one-tenth of a second to take
Oniy.
10
Brabham-Alfa, took the pole the 100-meter dash leading an
10
10
position away from Mario American sweep of the event
10
Andrettt of Nazareth, Pa.,and in the International Track and
10
teammate
Gunnar Nilsson of Field Festival of Duesseldorf.
Total Price .
_
Sweden. Andretti and Nilsson, GENERAL
10
This is our get acquainted offer If would normally
-10
CLEVELAND -Lou Saban,
driving a black JPS-Lotus,
sell for over $4000
10
•
dominated Friday's early 'former head coach of the
10
YOUR SA HS-FACTION IS GUARANTEED
10
qualifying for Sunday's Buffalo Bills of the National
I GROUPS & FAMILY
Par $4 00 .4‘4, phoropreph«1 ed
French Grand Prix auto race. Football League, was listed in
10
S 315 PI *de; to. ond C 00
PORTRAITS
10
sloe
MOSPORT,Ont.- Al Unser fair condition following openou,,utuvr•
oppro,me.1, hr.
,
10
raced 'his Parrielli-Cosworth heart surgery.
10
Murray Maze Geri.
Sabah, 55, currently the
10
around* the Mosport 2.45-mile
Thursday, Jely 7•
layout in record time while Universitx of Miami head
1:00-8:00 p.m.
qualifying for Sunday's coach, uAderwent a double
10
10
coronary bypass operation at
Molson Diamond Indy.
Perfecto Studios of America
10
the Cleveland Clinic and' is
BOATING
Route 4. McMihnvelle Ietnn
PONTA DELGADA, Azores expected to -recover fully for
We Welcome Your Suggestions
- A busted fuel tank Miami's opener against Ohio
10 10
.•
hampered
Amefican State on Sept. 10.

Cubs Appear To Have
Lost All Their Early Power

Seattle Slew Is
Heavy Favorite

LACHUTE, Que. (AP) Chalk one up for the golf
analysts.
They said when the 1977
Peter Jackson Classic got
under way, the 6,300-yard.No.
1 course at the Lachute Golf
and-Country Club W
.ould take
its toll on the touring Ladies'
Professional Golf Association
regulars.
And they were right. Well,
almost right, they seemed to
have forgot about Chako
iiguchi.
4'
The little lady from Japan,
using a hot putter, was
Perhaps the only golfer who
- managed to tame the course.
Higuchi, who has been in the
pro ranks since 1970, fired a
four-under-par 68 to take a
two-stroke lead into today's
second round.
But like everyona..alse, the
30-year-old Miss Hig6ehi,
winner
of the
LPGA
Championship last month, had
to battle gusty winds which
sometimes reached 50 milesan-hour.
She
was particularly
bothered by the stiff breezes
on the first nine holes. .But
coming home,the 5-foot-4, 125pound 'Miss Higuchi shot four
birdies to take control.
However, of the 67 golfers
who played the course, only
SiaEocouldciaiin sub-par rounds
and only two others could
equal par.
Americans' Donna Capon'
Young, Pat Meyers and Betsy
Cullen tied for second with 70s,
while Pat Bradley and Susie
McAllister of the United
States were a stroke farther
back.

RACER IASIIffRAU CAMP-Poway Overbuy, 14,(left) and
Rose Ross, IS, Maileate at Calaway Comfy Nigh School, wore
meg lbS participants Is the Murray State Uaiventty Athletic
Departmeist's Baskethall Camp for Girls held moiety. Joao
Jews, a meather of the AIN basketball team, imarects them
dories one of their practise sessions. Poway is Nis daughter of
Mr. mid Mrs. Jerry Overby? and Rose's parents are Mr: and
Mrs. Robert Ross. lbw camp is only eye of the activities sponsored by the MSU Calder for Ceatisming Education Is the Sommer Youth Program.

Let Us Show You a
Great Selection of

LAKE
PROPERTIES
Homes and Commercial

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sohowirion who have set
received their bene-doivered
copy of The illevoy Lodger &
Tilos m 5:36 p. n. Meads,.
FrWay or by 3:30p. w. en
Sew*. ore vivid to col
753-1016 between 5:30 p. n.
and 6 p. m., Ideadoy-Fridoy,
p. at. wed 4 p. w.
w
Sotorays, to Wore delivery
of the oserspoper. Coils woe
be plowed by 6 p.
dull II
sr 4 p.
fotordays to
goorowtoe delivery.

Call

Vernon Life

Real Estate & Auction
Hwy.68,Aurora,474-2717

y Clearance
Begins Tuesday-July 5th
One Rock

Sport Coats
Leisure Suits

VI:Mies
'OS

14,5 00

OS foie. as
$45°C11

Sports In Brief

Rack Long Siceve

Dress
Shirts
/
11 2 Price

One Day Only

••

$18.95

4
. .2r1Pt-

'

Downtown Shopping Center

Nts.
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Gary Emerson
Selected MVP
In Cage Camp

Standing On
The Firing Line

By Mike Brandon
Gary Emerson of Murray,
Roy Dunning of Wickliffe, and
Sports Editor
Chris Meuth of Henderson,
won awards as "Outstanding
Campers at the recently
concluded basketball camp at
Murray State University. The
FROM THE MAILBAG: • •
standings in the paper and spend 10 minutes hunting for the
camp was offered by the
"Your
readers want better coverage of the football and
- -Stories on the leagues, only to realize there are none.
Education
Continuing
baseball Cardinals."
When it comes down to the choice of killing a story on
Department at the university
That was in the mail Thursday morning, unsigned.
major league baseball or killing a picture of a local kid
Murray
and directed bY
From the mailbag Friday:
playing ball or killing a story on the swim team or
Fred
basketball coach
"Your
readers DESERVE better coverage of the football
something else, then the major league story must be canOverton.
and baseball Cardinals."
ned.
Emerson was the top
'
That letter was in the mail Friday morning, unsigned of
Five years ago, this paper had one page for sports and
eight-through
the
camper in
course, and strangely enough,looking as if the same person
you might even find Dear Abby on there. Of course even
MVP Gary Emerson, Murray, was named the "Outstanding Camper" in the 8-10 grade group at tenth grade group, Dunning in
had spentZ cents to express their msytery opinion.
today, sometimes the comics get thrown onto the sports
the recently coadadmi Racer basketball camp at Murray State University. Racer Coach Fred the five-through-seven grade
Okay.
page because there's no other place to put them. Bellve me,
group, and Meuth in the tepNines preseats his trophy.
I 100 per cent agree. I think the readers want better
they are not there to fill space.
through-twelve group.
coverage of the football and baseball Cardinals. I think they
Who knows?
Other award winners were:
deserve it. I also think everyone should not have to work to
In five years from now, this paper could be printing on
Wesley Huddleston, Fulton,
make a living, we can just live in a world of utopia.
Sundays, it could have another person working in sports
most improved and best free
This is Cardinal country, although it is more so in
and maybe even a photographer who can go out and get
throw shooter in the 10-12
baseball. Turn the radio on any day or night the Cardinals
more local sports and news pictures.
group;
are playing and you'll find the Redbirds scattered all over
In five years from now, we may have a four or five-page
V. K. Gary, Hopkinirrille,
the FM band. Football, well, usually we can watch the Big
sports section every day. Then again, in five years from
basketball golf winner in the
Red on the tube or if not, KMOX usually comes in strong
now, we may be just where we are today, hoping for three
doubts in the semifinal, whew- Miss Stove fought hard ,to 10-12 groap;
By ROBERT JONES
enough,even though St. Louis is four hours from here.
pages on days when the sports is heavy but yet, satisified to
she beat Chris Evert, the win the third game, but a Bobby Vowels, Henderson,
AP Sports Writer
Now, as far as better coverage is concerned, here's the
.get two.
tragic double, fault—her best ball handler, 10-12 group;
WIMBLEDON, England defending champion.
philosophy on sports, which is not necessarily my
Times have been worse.
Mark Knech,Padueidi, spot
And in the final against Miss ninth—gave it to Mtn Wade.
(AP) — After 14 years of
philosophy
either.
Sy, yes, the Cardinals deserve better football and
and
the
next
That
game
bailetball
shooting winner,
trying, and losing to inferior Stove, she fought back
If you want to read about the major league teams,receive
baseball coverage. Afterall, there's a lot of people who sit
opponents and her own tenaciously after losing the went to deuce. The fifth game golf winner, and third in free
the
box
scores
and
all
that,
then
around
buy
every night and listen to the Cardinal games. I hope
a
Courier-Journal.
going
Miss
If
looked
like
it
was
8-10
the
in
throw shooting
nerves, a new-look Virginia first set and standing level 3-3
you want to know what's going on around 'Murray, for insomeday this paper is able to give the readers more. But
Wade's way when she reeled grade group;
Wade finally has won the in the second.
tmtil then, we'll do the best with what we have.
The match started badly for off a passing forehand and a Travis Butler, Dawson . stance, the Little League, the swim team, ths American
Wimbledon singles crown in
Legion team,local golf tourneys,etc.,-then pick up a copy of
front of her queen and her own Miss Wade but well for Miss cross-courtiiitien of service, Springs, one-on-one winner in
this newspaper.
Stove, the first girl from The phis a finely-judged lob, to get the 8-10. group; Sid Rose,
home crowd.
,
.
Some of you may notice that every now and then, we'll
With a new hairstyle and a Netherlands ever to reach a within sight of another break. Bremen, free throw winner,
have a story on the Cardinals' game from the night before.
new relaxed temperament singles final here. Miss Stove, But Miss Stove won the "text assist winner, and best ball,The ceraful reader will note one of these two things: If there
she beat Betty Stove of The plagued by a series of nine five points for the_game, and handler in the 8-10 group;
Bob Steele from Paducah called the other day.
Js a separate Cardinal story, then there is very little adMike PerodAy, Dawson
Netherlands 4-6, 6-3, 6-1 double faults in the match, trailed 1-4.
Bob is the number one Murray State fan in the River City.
vertising
on
the
sports
pages
or
there
is
little,
if
any,
local
That
was
the
Dutch
winner,
Springs,
rebound
Friday to add the Wimbledon was picking up points by
It's not unusual on a Saturday night during the basketball
sports
in
the
paper
that
day.
title to the ones she already loping to the net and volleying woman's last game, and in the Most improved, and second in
season to see Bob drive up and four or five people get out of
I've said before that I have nothing to do with the amount
final two she picked up only a free throw shooting in the 5-7
-has won in the U.S., Italian well.
the car and come totbe game with him.
of
space
I
have
to
work
with.
It
would
be
nice
to
have
four
or
It brought her the first set at couple of points.
grade group;
and Australian opens.
In his last call, he made a point and I think this should be
five pages every dai%and rim as much sports as possible.
Kevin Calvin, Murray, free
Jimmy Connors, the 1974 6-4 as Miss Wade could not Miss Wade held service to
pointed out to all of the good cynical folk of Murray.
But
we
must
remember,
Murray
is
a
town
than
of
less
love,
with
Miss
Stove
throw winner and best ball
Wimbledon champion; was to pass her at the net or draw her
"How many of the players on the Kentucky High School
20,000 and you can travel to quite a few towns this size and
relapsing into sorrie wild handler in the 5-7 group;
meet defending champion back with lobs.
All-Star basketball team are going to attend an in-state
have
trouble
finding
a
better
all-around
sports
section
volleying,
for
5-1.
And
Miss
than
'Keith Mason, Farmington,
But midway through the
Bjorn Borg of Sweden today in
college next fall?"
you will find in this paper. There are certain limitations,
second set, the pattern Stove, serving to save the spot shooting winner in the 5-7
the men's final.
The answer: one.
one
of
which
is
I
am
not
a
machine
that
walks
around
with
a
match,
dumped
two
more
group;
The Wimbledon crowd has changed. Miss Stove had just
That
person is 5-11 guard David Lowry of Henderson. And
camera
on
my
back
24
hours
a day.
Rocky Hudson, Hardin, onecalled her "Ginny" since, as a cancelled out an earlier Wade volleys in- the seventh. The
of course, he's coming to Murray State.
This
is
a
one-person
sports
staff
and
that
one
liaTon,
second
of
those,
netted
on
Miss
group.
breaking
the
5-7
winner
in
on-one
lithe 17-year-old, her hair in a service break by
Lowry,of course, won the game last week as he scored 10
notably me,can do only so much in a limited time.
'pony tail, she first appeared at back in the fifth game to make Wade's return and the
points
and hit two free throws in the final half-minute that
Frankly,sometimes I feel local sports is too emphasized
Wimbledon in 1964, the year it 2-3 and then 3-3. Miss Wade forecourt empty, gave Miss
helped give Kentucky a sweep of favored Indiana.
but
that's
what
people
want,
so
it
seems.
Miss
Stove
Wade
match
point.
Maria Bueno won the-third-of held for 4-3, then suddenly got
To ..those people who habitually cry -because Murray
So that's why sometimes, you'll see the major league
another break, to 15, in the saved that with a cross-court
her titles.
ireauitirkem New yorrand New Jersey,take David Lowry
backhand
bid
once
again
For the past 10 years she's' eighth game,and held service
LEXINGTON,Ohio(AP)-•anti*thin.
netted a volley to s ewe Mitts A 015,000 Americim Road
been in the seeding,s.-But only • for the set.
An added not.. --Former Kentucky All-Star ad Calloway
match
and
the
Wade
the
Scenting victory, she
once before has she reached
Race of Champions will be the
County High School All-American James Wells is no longer
the semifinals—never the' streaked off to a 3-0 lead in the crowd their biggest thrill since holiday weekend attraction at
at Dayton. Disappointed after riding the bench much of his
final set with a couple of Ann Jones last brought ,the the Mid-Ohio Sports Car
sophomore season, the 6-9 center has transferred to the
title home in 1969.
Miss Wade dispelled any• briaks.
Cqurse Sunday and Monday.
University of Hawaii. He will have teMt out this season.
•

Wants More Coverage On Cardinals

Virginia Wade Finally Wins
Singles Crown At Wimbledon

Stays In-State

Road Race

Vicious Crosswinds
Plague Milwaukee

A NEW VIEW OF THE HARE AND THE TORTOISE!

•

Once upon a time there was a rabbit boasting of
•his speed before the other animals. Among the
animals was a little turtle that had heard all she
wanted to hear and turned and plodded off.
"Where are you going?" asked the rabbit."To the
bank," answered the turtle. "You'll never make it,'
chided the rabbit. "The bank closes in five minutes,
-4_L. •

but I'll get there because I can really run fast."
As it happened the rabbit arrived at his bank one
minute late and it was closed. The turtle just kept up
her leisurely pace as she knew she didn't have to
hurry. She could do her banking any time she got
there because she had a Teller-24 card from Peoples
Bank.

Ruzici Released

The Moral_ of the,story is: the one Who wins is the one
_with a Teller-24 card from Peoples Bank!
Teller 24's at:
North Office —
North 12th & Chestnut
South Office I--South 12th & Story

PEOPLES BANK

es,

MURRAY

KY.

-

Member FDIC
ben though all our employees wil be gone during the 4th weekend,
our Teller-24 will be seen as usual
•24 Moors a day through July 4th weekend •

MILWAUKEE (AP) — The
leader board told a half-truth. Accurately enough, it
showed a four-way first place
deadlock. Gary McCord,'
Fuzzy Zoeller, Mike Morley
and.sookie Keith Bergus_all_
shot three-under-par 69s
Friday and were • one stroke
ahead of Mac McLendon, Ed
Sabo and Barney Thompson
going into today's second
round of the $130,000 Greater
Golf
Milwaukee
Open
Tournament.
But what the board didn't
reflect
vicious
were
crosswinds which gusted to 37
m.p.h. much of the day and
turned
7,010-yard
the
Tuckaway Country club
course, normally a touring
pro's delight, into a
nightmare.
Each of the dayl top seven
finishers except McLendon
played their rounds in the
afternoon, during which the
southwest gales gradually
shifted to the northwest and
tapered to 27 m.p.h.
Most of the bigger names
have skipped this tournament
to prepare for next week's
British Open.
Two-time Milwaukee
winner Dave Stockton and
1971
Dave
champ
Eichelberger were at 71, along
with
Lundstrom,
Dave
Stanton Lee and Frank Beard.
Among the 12 who matched
par was Lee Trevino, former
U.S. Open and British Open
and.
PGA
charlipion,
Considering the elements, it
was one of Trevino's best
rounds since his surgery for a
herniated disc last November.

BOSTON- (AP) — The
Boston Lobsters, saying they
„want to beef up their mixed
doubles team, have released
Virginia Ruzici and signed
Mimmi Wilcstedt of Sweden
for the second half of the
World Team Tennis season.
Robert Kraft, Lobsters'
„president, said Friday -that
Mies Ruzici of Romania was
dropped for personal reasons,
addingth
theofse
teprms
arat
:
ir came on
best
The suprise signing of No. 2
, ranked
player
woman
Martina Navratilova to the
club in April apparently
pushed Miss Ruzici out in
singles play. In doubles play,
Kraft said, she found it
difficulbto make the line-up.

. •
-„.7ty,m,„40,0ffeaws.

Trevino, while elated over
his round, said he isn't sure
that if hernakes today'scut he
will have enough stamina for
Sunday's scheduled 36,hole
windup, necessitated because
rain:Thursday postponedihe
first round by a day.
The 12 scores under par
contrasted with the first round
here last year when 52 golfers
shattered par and 26 of those,
led by Ken Still at 64, were in
the 60s.

SCOTT DRUG L
1205 Chestnut Street

Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon Til 6 P. M.
id4IC=13C=1414.--st

Washer
.....
There's more than one *ay to skin- a Cat, as the saying goes.
And there% More thlin one way to get a clean wash as you conserve
electricity. Here's how.
•

1. Wash full loads without,packing. Electricity is saved because washer and hot
water are used less often.
2. If you must wash a small road (like veinal fabrics),select the water level to fit
the load.
3. Use warm and cold water whenever possible totut down on the energy needed to
heat water,

Dryer. Help your electric dryer on washday by following_these tips.
1. Don't overload/This makes your dryer work harder and longer.
2. Clean lint filter after each load. This helps clothes dry faster.
3. Don't overdry.It sets wrinkles and wastes electricity.
4. To reduce the air eteatitiouer's workload and prevent moisture Cartiligelb wTli
and ceiling, vent the dryer's heat,lint, and moisture tothe outside.

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive

753-5312

.•
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rossword Puzzler
3 Guard
4 Merchandise

ACROSS
1 PO6ceman
(slahg)
4 Momentous

5 Rodents
6 Devoured
7 Brother ot
Odin

9 Old pronoun

6

MI

ACIStref to Yesterday's Puicte---

nnnnn

MRD
POONA non
OPAPIRM 00HPIRM
ABEAM MR11
OMR0
!MORO AMR MPM
MO 1:1010 nnn un
DOG BOO OPIUM
AMR UHRO
000
13
OPE OHARA
ILIMM

mom

nmn mnnn

12 Swiss river
,
8 Quality 'Of
13 Made of oats
9 Contort
10 Chicken
14 Tiny
,
11 51111
15 Advance in
rank
16 Encounter
17 Blemish18 Sea in Asia
19 Spreads for
20 Stage.4640v. .
drying.
21 Former Russia(
30
20 Ventilates
w. rulers
31
21 Woody plants
22 Repulse
23 Landed
33
23 Pitchers
properly (PI)
24 Chemical
34
26 Clan
compound
36
25 Look fixedly
Garbage
27
37
27 Move in
28 Saint (abbr )
whirling motion
29 Likely
38 European
31 Music as
. written
32 Note of scale
33 English county
34 Prophet.
35 Machines fOr •
cutting meat
37 Cubic meter
38 Hail
39 Anchor
40 Coloring
Substance
42 Assistants
45 Sea esipe
46 Choice part
48 Ocean
19 Move from
side to side
50 Ceremonies
51 Pigpen

01301300

ENTIRE STOCK

0121101UU0

OOP Enianu RHO
EMU OBULIO Oniii
Protection
Prophetess
Peruse
Cane
Frosting
Bottoms of
shoes

39
40
41
42

SPRING

Apportion
Church bench
Macaw
Strike

AND

. I
a
h
A
ti

SUMMER SALE-

13 Soak
44 Declare

a

47 Chinese milli

st

' NOW YOU CAN BUY THE FINEST QUALITY,
AND SELECTION OF KNITTED FABRICS IN
AMERICA, ALL FOR ONE LOW PRICE!

$

98

a
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• di
tu
se

YARD

:PL
Pt
do
'Al

DOWN

*ALSOINCLUDESALL

1 Headgear
2 Paddle

POLYESTER
GABARDINES
AND GIANAS

BURLINGTON/KLOPMAN
.Let's Stay Well

ki

Ca
to

Knee Pain in Children

"N
ttn
in
de
th

By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D.

-

0: Mr. D.P.‘vrites to express
concern that his 8-year-old son
complains of recurrent pain in
his right knee. Yet their family
physician and a bone specialist
have been unable to locate any
trouble. The father wants to
know if such a complaint could
be imaginary and a way for his
son to attract attention.
A; Your concern is justified
and hould .persist
In general, it is highly
unlikely that your young son
has only an imaginary or functional pain. Joint pain in "a
child of his age should be
regarded as real and based on
disease. You should continue to'
seek the cause.
As your physicians have
likely vplained, the diagnosts
of. joirrpain can be complex
and difficult since such pain
cane caused by a number of
disorders — including an injury
(sprain, ligament tear,
damaged cartilige, etc.), inflammation, arthritis, bone
tumor, postural problem or an
irritated nerve.
- A' general history;, physical
examination, laboratory
StIldieg and X- -y iisoally are
necelar,,, to rule out systemic

'
11 iPc

and local disease. Th
studies usually will establi,-.
diagnosis. Parents can often be
helpful by trying to note v.hat
seems to bring on a bout of
joint pain. What was he doing
at the time or shortly before? Is
the pain worse after rest. or is
it usually exaggerated by exercise?
Since the hip on the same
side has its nerve supply from
a similar source,care has to be
taken to rule out disease or injury to the hip region, even
though the pain may be felt in
the knee.
•
Occasionally, if the cause remains obscure, repeated examinations at fairly frequent
intervals may be necessary to
Make an accurate diagncisis. I
realize that this may be expensive, but it may be a good investment and may prove
cheaper in the long run and
avoid suffering and disability
at a later time..
Under the circumstances, it
may be wrie to discuss the ad'visability of additional con- '
sultations with one or more
physicians.

Afh-
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ONE WEEK ONLY

FREE

C10 OFF
1:2!
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ALL FABRICS IN STOCK
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Crossword Puzzler

SPECIA

HOU MUMOU UMO
MOM MODIIM rinn
131:110MCIPII mnnii
EMMA OWN
RE1EIPIR

2 Preposition
ACROSS
3 Small child
1 Parcel
Inc Pope
* 4 Seecl conlamer's
5 COniuhC100111
6 Plunge
8 Base
• It City :n Nevada
7 Piumlike fruit
Seed coating
8 Bigger
UP BISHOP PPM
Exist
9 Native metal
RARPROM PSALM
14 art of 10 be
10 Marry ,
EIMPP MOOG
It Rant
15 Gatuity
17 Showered
CIMMIMEI 1211111110130E1
- 16 Negative
heavily
prefix
19 gepublican
08 Vase
BUD
20 Fruit seedParty lint I
40 Mournful
57 Greek tette
22 Grumbles.
21 Deface
59 Bushy-clump
'43 Figures of
23 Un,t ot energy 25 Click beetle
speech
60 Reverence
27 VaSt,a9e
24 Awe of
46 Obtained
Geraint
29 Stitch
61 Female deer
48 Chart
30 Golf mound
26 Confederate
63 Mans
50 Sword
32 Church bench
general
nickname
Badgevhite
34
Fondle
52
28 Bird s name •
67 Parent(col
31 Cover
36 Cheer
loa
_
Toward
5.3
37 Angio-Saxon
33 Parent (cot.
69 Enlisted man
shelter
money
log I
lcolloo
Female ruff
v39 Dude
55 Trutt
36 Artificial
iVr t
10
2
3 7' 5
9
7 -'.;a
6
_language
38 Purifies
41 Pronoun
42 Skill
_
'•--.._ ...
44 Emerged
. 17
14
18.
,.,.' 15 16
.
4-5 Label
..19 .
;
23
2
-0
1 ,
22 —;-;•4
i
47 Damage
,... s. 21
.
.
49 Foothke part
' M, ,e
30
27
'
'
78
29
,,.'
,
.26
25
24
,
Girls
name
51
—"la- Grain
35
34
33
56 Weaken
32 --..."—
58 Hinau cymbals
..
59 Hit tightly
41 '
39
40
38 .
36 37
62 Proposition
64 Symbol for
46
.\
44
• 45
43 '
42
tellurium
.
...,
65 Be in debt
51
'
48 .
49
50
47
52 53
66 indefinite
.
i
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V,...*
55
.
57
S4
56
58
, 1..-•
68 S-shaped
.:-.....,./.......
Molding
...
70 French ot the 59 60
64
61
63
71 Rip
fl 66/1.
72 Nothing
68 69
67
65
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HANCOCK
FABRICS
Open Mon.-Fri.9 A. M. - 8:30 P. M.
Saturday 10 A. M.-6 P, M.
MUM.
Cardinal Point Shopping Center / BA kkASIERICA40
'
a
rra
Paducah, Ky.

_
17472
too. S, wilt• e.II

FREE
CATALOG

WEATER
SHELL PANELS

For a free government
catalog listing rñtn-e than
200 helpful booklets,
write:
. Consumer Information
Center, f)ept. A, Pueblo,
COlorado 81009.
I

['eV

$298 EA
PREFINISHED EDGES
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TVA Asks Its Customers
To Turn Up Thermostats
a winter peak last Jan. 17 when subzero temperatures knocked out several
generating units, forcing TVA to reduce
its voltages per cent and ask customers
not to raise thermostats above 65.
"Power demands already have
reached record summer levels, with the
hottest weather yet to come," Williams
said. "Each year more homes have airconditioning, and, in addition,
induArial and commercial use of TVA
power has increased since last summer
because of improved economic
conditions."

KNOXVILLE,
Tenn. ( AP)—
Unexpected demands for electricity
and emergency power plant shutdowns
have prompted the Tennessee Valley
Authority to ask its customers to turn
their thermostats up to 78 degreees.
TVA Power Manager Godwin
Williams said Thursday the use of more
air conditioners during hot weather and
increased industrial demand have
combined to put a strain on the sevenstate government utility's power
system.
"We don't have all the generating ...
capacity we had hoped for this year
because of construction and other
delays," he said. "As ,a result, our
• power reserves have been thin, and it
may be difficult to meet peak loads if
they come when several generating
units are off the line for repairs or
servicing."
Three large units—one at the Colbert
:plant in Alabama and two at the
Paradise plant in Kentucky—were shut
down Thursday for emergency repairs.
'Altogether, officials said, about 6
:million kilowatts of TVA's 27-million
kilowatt capacity were out of service.
"The most important step consumers
'Can take is to turn their thermostats up
to 78 degrees or higher," Williams said.
"We realize this may be a little
uncomfortable, but it can be a real help
in meeting these unusual power
demands, and at the same time save on
the consumer's electric bills."
' TVA officials said the summer
demand reached a peak of 20.85 million
kilowatts last Friday.
That's just 2.5 million kilowatts below

TVA had hoped to have one unit of its
twin-reactor Sequoyah nuclear plant
north of Chattanooga—supplying 1.2

Business Mirror

million kilowatts of power—operating
this summer, but its completion has
been delayed a year.
In addition, , dOinpletion of the
Raccoon Mountain, pumped storage
plant in Chattanooga— capable ofproducing 1.5 million kilowatts—has
been delayed two years because of
faulty components.
Under
seasonal
exchange
agreements, TVA also is having to
supply as much as 2 million kilowatts to
neighboring utilities during the
summer peak demand hours of 4 p. m.
to 8p. m. TVA gets the power back from
its neighbors in the winter, when peak
demands on its power system are at
their greatest.

C

ourt.• • • (Continued From Page 1)

In other rulings:
—The court said Mrs. Mattie
Baldridge was entitled to a disability
pension from General Telephone Co. at
Ashland, as Boyd Circuit Court had
ruled.
This
litigation
largely
is
attributable to General Telephone's
failure to see that its 1964 agreement
with the union said what the company
wanted it to mean and its insistence
thereafter that it did not mean what it
said," the justices' opinion commented.
—The court affirmed Pike Circuit
Court in a decision against the city of
Pikeville which tried for a second time
to annex a tract known as "airport
property."
It said those protesting the
annexation correctly asserted the city
•
• had not waited the required two years

after failure of the original attempt to
draw up a new ordinance.
—The court reversed the conviction
of Wilson H. Gunter by Pulaski Circuit
Cotirt for the murder of Judy Cash and
first degree arson of his own
apartment. „
Gunter, sentenced to 20 and five-year
prison terms, won a new trial on his
contention the prosecutor's argument
was prejudicial, and improper.
'—me court held that Blue Cross
Hospital Plan Inc. was adhering legally
to its policy when it paid Mattie S.
Henry of Daviess County only the
.amount of expenses not paid by
medicare.
Upholding Daviess Circuit Court; the
justices said the exclusion was not
unreasonable or against public policy.

Economy Expected To Pick Up
In Second Half Of This Year

,
NEW YORK (AP). — This is the
midyear, which we all know is when
most people go on vacation, leaving
economists and government officials to
worry about the state of the nation.
Worry is the proper approach in such
Occupations, because so much can go
bad so quickly. But here is an economic
view, presented without comment, that
departs pleasantly from what you're
used to hearing.
It's a fresh, crisp as a salad — dated

today — report from Alberti'. Cox,Jr.,
president of Merrill Lynch Economics,
an arm of the nation's largest securities
firm and an important economic force
in its own right.
"The economy's performance in the
second half is likely to be, by and large,
a pleasant contrast to what has
transpired thus far this year.
"There won't be the impact of a harsh
winter to exaggerate and to worry
about. Consumer price inflation, which

Postal • • • •

,Continued From Page 1)
The postmaster general said the
At one time officials had expected to
agency's financial condition is better
about $1 billion in the year ended
lose
than at any time since the 1971
June 30.
reorganization made it substantially
The financial picture improved after
independent of Congress and the
Bailiff ordered that many job vacancies
president.
be tilled by transferring workers not
But he added that because "inflation
needed in their present posts, rather
continues to plague the Postal
than by hiring new employes. This
Service," steps must be taken soon to
policy, which has sparked controversy
increase rates next year.
with the postal unions, has reduced the
Bailar said the agency, under
work
force to 657,000 people, some
existing labor agreements, must soon
84,000 less than before the 1971
pay raises to most of its workers. And
reorganization.
other cost increases, such as for fuel,
The postmaster general contended
are inevitable, he said.
this
reduction has not hurt service, a
Last year Bailer testified before a
view disputed by the unions, many
Senate committee that the Postal
congressmen and others.
Service was in such financial peril that
Bailar said Postal Service statistics
It could become insolvent within a year.
show that on-time delivery was as
He said that when the new rates take
frequent in the last 12 months as at any
effect early next year, over two years
time during the six years.
will have passed since the last increase
The Postal Service delivered 96 per
in first-class rates.
cent of mail eligible for overnight
Postage increases, once proposed by
delivery on time and 94 per cent of mail
the board of governors, need be
designated for second-and third-day
approved, only by the Postal Rate
delivery," he said.
Commission.

Mutiny Business News Briefs
Kentucky has stake in automotive industry
LOUISVILLE --Sixtyeight of every thousand
U.S. trucks and 13 of every
U.S.---ears- are
manufactured
in
•Louisville, one dramatic
example of Kentucky's
stake in the automotive
.industry. The Kentucky
Business Ledger reported
this week.
The monthly business
news tabloid reported that
the automotive industry
and related industries and
bisinesses employ 22 of
every hundred Kentucky
workers, and the motor
vehicle taxes account for
16.5 per cent of all state
revenues.
Ford Motor Company,
whose,
Louisville
operations include both an
automotive assembly plant

A

Hogancamp
Featured Speaker

businessman has -nough worries
without adding the worry of insurance
•
coverage

means we can shop around to get the
best coverage for you -- at the best
rates

'That's where we come in
As an
independent agent
we represent a
r -ntwr
fl 3/

Let t!s take_ thT-svorry out of your
.busmess insurance

The Murray
Insurance Agcy

YOUR Independent
11151110W
AGENT
SERVES YOU FIRST
-

PROVIDING NAURRAY'S
MOST COMPI.FTELBOINESS i1SURANCE SERVICE

Bel Air Center Telephone 753-4751

The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing
Cards
Tags
Labels
Menus
Folders
Posters
Programs
Booklets
Die Cutting
PRINTING SERVICES
Stationery
Publications
Business Forms
Church Bulletins
Canweign Specialties
WE PRINT FULL COLOR BROCHURES

WINCHESTER

102 N. 4th Street

753-5397

Edited by
FRANK GONZALES

Thousands of small businesses helped by SBA

and the world's largest trucks, and 30 per cent of
medium and heavy truck Texas Gas revenues come
manufacturing plant, "form
its
trucking
employs • 7,354 persons,---operations.
second only to Genreal
More than 50 companines
Electric Co. in statewide have Kentucky operatoins
employment,
the that
manufacture
publication reported. The automotive components,
impending addition of and hundreds of others
another production shift at have direct ties to the
the car manufacturing industry, the Ledger
facility will add 1,400 more reported
employees and some $32
Mr. Ben Hogancamp,
million in annual payroll.
The July issue of officer of the Lassiter
Kentucky's two largest Kentucky Business Ledger Plaster Co. Inc. of Murray
home-grown companies, is
devoted
to
the and Paducah, Kentucky,
Ashland Oil Inc., ( 4.4 transportation
industry, was featured speaker and
billion in 1976 revenues) with special features on participant in a symposium
and
Texas
Gas railroad, barge, and titled "Energy Conserving
Transmission Corp.,'($990 trucking phases of the Lath and Plaster Exterior
million in 1976 revenues), industry, as well as Wall Systems." The two
are heavily involved with argument for and against day symposium took place
June 22-23 at the University
the autcanotive.....industri completion
of
the
Most of Ashland's 'products Tennessee-Tombigbee of Tennessee at Nashville.
The symposium was
go in, on, or under cars and Waterway.
produced by the industry's
••:•P*•$•'***taititianatiallwiliW
trade association, the
•Southeast Lathing and
Plastering Bureau, Inc.
and its local chapter in
Nashville.
Mr. Hogancamp's timely
subject dealt with the
creation of lighweight, non
load-bearing exterior wall
systems including curtain
walls for all types of low
and high rise buildings with
emphasis
on
prefabrication on or off site.
His presentation was
illustrated with slides of a
number of projects _successfully completed in the
last several years by his
firm.

We take the worry out of
business insurance

-reached Clouble-digit proportiqms from
last December through April, shbuld
settle down to around 6.5 per cent or
thereabouts, as food price inflation
subside.
"Interest rates should hold steady, or
possibly even drift a bit lower in the
next few months, now that the Fed has
successfully concluded its spring
offensive against a spurt in monetary
growth.
"Consumer spending will probably be
a lot stronger than 'many fear, though
the mix is changing, with more
emphasis on household durables and
flattening of auto demand.
"And capital spending should
continue to show added zip, despite the
rather widespread skepticism that has
greeted our own (strong) capital
spending survey results and similar
soundings
by
the
Commerce
Department."
We return now to cares and
*tribulations.
Julius Shiskin, the respected leader
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, is
worried that the monthly economic
numbers are being leaked to Wall
Street traders a few minutes early,
giving them a trading advantage in the
stock market.
The stock market often seeks excuses
to move, and the monthly numbers
almost always provide that excuse. It's
a game that investors and speculators
play.
From now on, states Shiskin, the
Labor Department's monthly reports
on unemployment, wholesale prices
and consumer prices are to be made
available for public distribution at 9
a.m, instead of 10 a.m.

The Small Business
Administration's business
loans and counseling
services have helped
thousand of small firms
originate, expand, and
prosper. Prospective new
business owners, as well as
already
persons
in
business, will have the
opportunity to find out
about assistance available
ffrom SBA on the first
Thursday of each month in
Paducah.
A representative from
the Service Corps of
Retired Executives
(SCORE) will be at this
agency's part-time office
at City Hall, Commissioner's
Chambers
(second floor ), Paducah,
Thursday; 'July 7, from
9:00a.m. till 12:00 noon.

BUSINESS
PORTRAITS
WILSON
WOOLLEY
(
r

753-7360
304 Main, Murray

This Business News Feature
will appear each Saturday
n the
Murray [edger and Times.

Aluminum And Vinyl Siding
Majestic fireplaces•Aluminum Awnings

ALUMINUM SERVICE CO
Slatting 3rd Yr in Downtown Hazel Ky

Phone 492-8647 For free Estimates

Life insurance is an important part of any
family's
financial
security
plan.
In
general, the amount of
insurance should be
about three times the
'
— annual 'earnings of the
head of the family.
by Bill Boyd
Check with a competent insurance agent to
determine the type and amount of insurance you
need. Check with us on other money'
management matters.
_
PLES/BANK
MerrtberVDIC
MI

PRAY

KY

There
Must be
A Better
Way.
CAGLE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
I 15 South 4th St.
120 South 4th St.
Paducah. Ky.
N1arra,. Ky.
l'bone: 75:3- 1 7636,,,,
Phone: 442-9331
PS MARSH/M.(1).I•All:527-1621

_

•

All Insurance Agents
are about alike - until you have a claim.
-mom incur,lace agents
look pretty muc h alike:
But some work for only
one. ciimpany while
others (like us) are in- dependent. working only
for you.
An agent working for
one
ompans must
satisfy the company. *
he doesn't his job may
be in jeopardy. _
With Us, we must
satisfy only you. It the insueance
company
doesn't make good, they
will lose all our business,
not lust yours. So they
can't afford to cross
either of us up.
How does this work
when you have a claim'
Simple, were always
on your side.,

H-AVERSTOCK
on Mdependen, Agent

• EMERGENCY
- SERVICE
We ao our parr,

hond-in-hand
With

your phy_si-

Cion, 'to promote
recovery from illness. In mere mMu tes only, your

prescription is
compounded and
delivered.
Call

the

Clinic
Pharmacy.

SERVICE FOR All
41OUR INSURANCE NEEDS

. The
Pr escr option

PURDOM & THURMAN
inmance Acienci
753-4451

Specialists

753-8302
Free Delivery

We at the

Bank of Murray
Will Be

CLOSED

Ever think there Must be a better wav to handle
your offke. supply needs: That's more.. simple,
consistent. flexible,- efficient, profitable? You're right. Your choices - some alternatives from Cagle
RusinesiTt Systems.

miworser.itivrzwirrrarziwarwk-‘
-- 74,..m--__

'PtiRESCN;F7'

assistance
other
or
management problems
relating to the operation of
a small business.
Current financial records
of the business and personal financial statements
will assist the SBA
representative in advising
you.
Additional information
may be obtained by calling
(502) 442-7561.

DAMN NOTES

Office • Studio

Pbotogra

Services provided by
SBA in addition to business
loans include management
counseling and training
programs to upgrade
management skills.
Persons interested in
establishing
a
new
business, as well as owners
of existing businesses, are
welcome to consult with the
SBA representative
regarding financial

-

MONDAY

JULY 4TH
"lair %v.

1.41°X.

•
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2 Notice

2 Notice

MARY KAY Cosmetics HORNBUCKLE Barber
. phone Sonya Futrell 753- Shop. Open 8-1 Monday
4505 after COO p. in. and
and Tuesday. Closed
all day Saturdays.
Wednesday. ThursdaySaturday 8-3. Hair cut
MOST COMPLETE
$1.35. Shave $1.00.
service shop in this
area. Murray Lawn and
THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
Garden, 200 E...Main.
OLD Milwaukee beer
ten oz. cans. $1.35 six
ease.
pack, $4.99
: LEGAL
)1 Cypress Springs Boat
Dock,438-5496.

PROBLEM
SOLVER.

If you have a legar-problem."-you need a lawier to
Huehelp you with it
what if you don't haye 'a •
lawyer' How can you be
assured of propel legal
.we' Here in Kentucky
a Lawyer Referral Selace
has been establh-ed
help you • If you need a
lawyer. contact your Sc!
It mauntatm a list
vice
of qualified local atto:neys
to i.ssist you in lou lie
legal problems Initial Lonconference
sultation
nominal fee

'Call Toll Free:
SOO-372-2999
Kentucky Bar Association
Lawyer Referral Service
Frankton. Kentucky

2 Notice

kot;ce

DRIVE A- LITTLE and
eat a lot. Come on out to
Springs
Cypress
Restaurant, oerlooking
beautiful Ky. Lake.
Enjoy a delicious meal
, relaxed
a
in
atmosphere. Open
Tuesday-Sunday. Closed
Monday. Call 436-5496,

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

Sale on GE
Air Conditioners
4000 BTU - $159.00 or
$13.00 per month; 5000
BTU - $189.00 or $14.00
per month; 6000 BTU $229.00 or $16.00 per
month; 9000 BTU $289.00 or $17.00 per
month; 10,000 BTU $339.00 or $18.00 per
month.
For ',Information call 730595.

FREE LESSONS. Learn
needlepoint, crewel
embroidery, crochet
and smocking. Rug
yarns. Yarn cutters.. JESUS says in Mark
22.98.* Make latch hook
13:13. "And ye shall he
rugs and pillows for half
hated of all men for ply
the price of precut
name's sake4-but he that
yarn. 15 per cent
shall endure unto the
discount to Senior
end, the same'shall be
Citizens. House of
saved." And in Luke
Thousands in Fox
9:62 "No man, having
Meadows, South 16th St.
put his hand. to. the
plough, and looking
Murray's NeweSt Yarn
" Shop. For lesson in, back, is fit for the
kingdom of God." For
formation call 753-3855.
information
further
Master Charge, Bank
Americard.
consult your Bible. For
at
assistant call 753-0984.

WATKINS
FOR
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 Soutti
13th, phone 753-3128.
3 Card Of Thanks

YOUR NEED is our
concern.
NEEDLINE, 753-6333.
THE FAMILY OF Connie
Burton would like to
thank all of our friends
and neighbors for the
food, flowers and any
kindness shown.

THE
FAMILY
OF
Kenneth Dan (Kenny)
Orr would like to express their deepest
appreciation for each
3 Card Of Thanks
act of kindness-Shown us
during our time of ME FAMILY OF H.
sorrow.
Benton Lassiter
To the C. C. H.S., F. F. A.
gratefully acknowledge
Chapter and the class of
every expression of
1977 for the love they
sympathy to us by
have shown.To each one
neighbors, friends, the
who sent flowers, food,
J. H. Churchill Funeral
or helped in any way.
Home, Brother R. J.
We thank the pallbearers,
Burpoe and the Grace
the Blalock-Coleman
Baptist Church choir
Funeral Home, Bro.
during the recent
Harold Irvan and Bro.
sickness and deatir of
James Thomason for
our husband, brother
their words of comfort
and uncle.
and the singers for such
a beautiful song service.
6 Help Wanted
Kenny had not sent cards,
expressing his thanks to 82 1 0 WEEKLY POSSIBLE stuffing enfamily and friends who
velopes. Send a selfsent ,him gifts for
stamped
addressed
graduation this year. At
envelope .to-7 Fischer
this time we as parents,
Enterprises. Box 127,
would like to say our
Eureka, South Dakota
deepest "thank-you" in
57437.
.behalf of Kenny.
Each act of kindness
meant a great deal to us. NEED BABYSITTER for
8 months old batty.
Again let us say thank
Preferably in my home.
you from,the bottom of
Midway Trailer Ct.
our hearts.
Hours 1 p. m.-11 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Dan
Call 7534816.
Orr, Dale and Michael.
SOMEONE. TO STAY
with elderly couple day
or night. Call 753-2927 or
753-5886 after 4. .
WANTED - one experienced cook, one
experienced waitress,
cooks helper,'and motel
maid. Ky.. Lake Lodge
Restaurant. 474-2259.

/

WAITRESS wanted at
-Galliiiiores- Restaurant
at Hazel, Ky. Call 4929785.
10 Bucinns Opportunity
SERVICE STATION
building, 7 pumps and
storage tanks and
garage building rented
all. $10,000 down,
balance 10 years.
Contact Byerfincler,
Sikeston, MO.

•

It's a fact. The faster we go in our cars-, the faster we
take life-. It's a horrible waste. Speed drains precious
energy resources, too. All in the nathe of saving time.
The gdint is this. The 55 mph speed limit offers a chance
to stop some of this waste if we want to take it to heart.,
.9400 fewer people lost their lives On our highways during
1975 than in 1973, when speed limits were above 55.
We are saving some gas, too: But nowhere near the eight
and a half million gallons a day we could save if
everybody Slowed•down.
Too-many people are still taking the 55 mph speed limit
too lightly. And overlooking one other fact. Besides saving
lives and gas; it's the law, too.

55MPH.IT'S NOT JUST A GOOD
IDEA.ITSTHE I&AW.
A

pu

,•

The U.S. Deportmerit of.
Counc-,1,

T:.-

Li. EAT ,"!"
OR NOT.

voi PIP
you po

5ARC•E
oak5
No •ACC.TD root CeTc

r5OALL WE
Ju91 POV.GIVE
AND FORGET
?

(5JE05

THAT?!

MO,

15 Articles For 5ale

2 Notice

MONEY TO LEND. 6 per
cent simple interest on
large farm-business
loans, signature loans.
Call 502-885-1795 between 5 and 9_p.m.
14. Want To Buy
PRESIDENTIAL
buttons.
CAMPAIGN
Call 753-7106 after 5 p.
WRECKED Chevrolet
Vega for parts and
engine- or complete
engine. Call 7534399.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered' wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy, Call
753-5669.
15. Articles For Sale
HEAVY DUTY 3 axle
trailer, 3 foot exhaust
Th horze power
outboard motor. Call
436-2261.
NOW.
AVAILABLE
Urethane foam. All
sues, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
_rue. 753-6767.
•
t,
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks, 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
SALE - AIR Conditioners. While they
last all deluxe models
with variable speed
fans, 9 position ther,mostat, 5., year guarantee on compressor,
6,000 BTU, 169735,
10.000 BTU, $239.95,
17,000 BTU, 4319.95
20,000 BTU, $329.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
-Tenn. FOR -SALE used air
conditioners. We also
bay used air conditioners. Dill Electric,
.753-9104 or 753-1551.
COMPLETE .LINE of
Ortho products from
home pest control to
plant food.
house
Murray- Lawn and
-Garden, 200 E. Main.

27 Mobile Home Sales

HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
Blue Luitre for cleaning
carpets? It'a _super!
Rent electric shampooer. Big K, Bel Aire
Shopping Center.

11.5 CU.

FT. GE white
refilgertitoi. $299 or
$13.00 per month. For
information call
0595.

FOR SALE used Singer
sewing machine, zig zag
and all regular attachments. Fully
guaranteed, sews
perfect. Full cash price,
$29.50. Call Martha
Hopper, 354-8619 or
write Route 5, Benton,
Ky.

12 x 522 BEDROOM
mobile home on large lot
for sale. $9500. Call 7536556.
MOBILE HOME on shady
lot in the Baywood Vista
Subdivision. Call 7531893 and ask for Howard
Steely.

19 Farm Equipment
WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East. Call
437-4801.

12 HORSE POWER riding
mower. Almost new
motor. $400. 10 speed
bike, $45. Call 7534333.

TWO WHEEL utility
trailer, $75. Also CA
Allis Chalmer tractor
and'equipment. Good
condition. $800. Call 4362448.

SINGLE POLYESTER
knit, 50 cents a yard, 200
yards available. 10
yards" Minimum. Call
753-5281 after 6 p. m.

BUSH HOG 6', used very
little. Call 753-2362.

REFRIGERATOR, baby
bed and mattress. Call
436-2337.

TD-18 International
Dozer. New steering
clutches,
rebuilt
hydraulic pump and
cylinder. $8500. Call 8983429.

LARGE SWEET corn,
also tame plums and
apples. Call 753-4725

LATE MODEL double
wide home on block
foundation. Storage
room underneath. 3
bedrooms, 2 baths,
central air and heat. In
Ky. Lake Subdivision,
lake privileges. 436-2473.
12 x 60 HOLLiPARK
trailer on nice shady lot.
Two bedroom, central
heat and air, dishwasher,
garbage
disposal, carpet and
intercom. 12 x 14
storage building. Well
located on 121 North.
Call 753-7304.

38 Pets Supplies
RAT TERRIER puppies.
$10425. Call 753-n93.

GERMAN SHEPHERD
AKC
pupp;les.
Excellent
registered.
Call
blood
lines.
Mayfield, 247-3865.

1

't
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CARPORT ' SALa.,
clothe, toys, used lawn
mower, etc. 802 Guthrie
Drive. 9-5.

90

YARD SALE, Saturday
only. 8-?. Chifferobe,
adult and children
clothes, toys, knickknacks, much more.
Two miles- North of
Stella on Kirksey Highway. Watch for signs.
43 Real Estate
I. 0
I2
REALTY
Everythinp we teed* term to
SOLD.
711Mak
753-1722

12 x 60 2 BEDROOM
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
mobili home. Fully
FARM - 20 acres with
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb. CAT. DOZER - very
furnished. Real nice.
modern 3 bedroom brick
felt $5.00. 4x8 Particle
good condition.
Call 753-1988.
and frame home. Has 10
board/
1
4"at $1.40,/
Hydraulic.
1
4
Reasonable.
"at
acres tendable and a
1971 14 x 52 unfurnished
Call 436-5628.
$2.00,/
1
2
"at $2.50, %" at
jgood metal pole barn,
mobile
bedroom
two
$2.85. Plywood /
1
4" at
20 Sports Equipment
also a pond. Has 24;30
home,all electric, heavy
$9.00. 2 x 4's at 65 cents
cleanup shop. Large
insulation, thermo-pane.
ea. paneling 4 x 8 sheets FOR SALE Pontoon boat.
comfy family room with
unCall 489-2460.
windows
and
over 80 selections
fireplace. Home in good
derpinning. Call 753starting at $2.95 ea.
condition inside and out.
4034.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents 1969...SEA KING boat, 15'
Located on Faxon Road.
with 1972 Chrysler 20 h.
per
29 Mobile Home Rentals
inch.
Paint.
Just
11
/
2 miles off of 94
p.
motor.
Nev
battery,
Styofoam insulation East. Priced in mid 30's.
new trolling motor. Tilt MOBILE HOMES and
'1" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
mobile home spaces for
GUY SPANN REALTY,
trailer. Call 489-2787.
Doors startling _at $5.00
rent, at Riviera Courts.901
_ Sycamore,753-7724.
ea. Bathroom vanities -1976 18'
Call 753-3200.
§OMERSET tnand wall board. Tomato
hull Runabout. 165 h: p.
CHOICE COMMERCIAL
31 Want To Rent
stakes at 6 cents per ft.
inboard-outboard. Fully
Property on Highway
New shipment of safes
PROFESSIONAL man
equipped. Super,clean.
121 west, one mile from
from $25.00 and up. Used
needs country house
55 running hours. Mint
Murray City limits. 75i
office desks starting at
within
10 miles of
sell. Call 489-2318.
ft. frontage, 400 ft. deep.
$40.00, used office chairs
Murray.
Prefer
Will sell in one tract or
staring at $1,0.0.0. Steel
Highway 121 South area.
divide in 6 lots. 100 ft. x
pipe several sizes at 15 CONRAD'S PIANOS Call 436-2533.
400 ft. Two lots 100 x 160
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
Organs, Kimball and
32 Apartments For Rent
ft. Corner lot 158 x 200.
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
This property is Priced
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
BEDROOM
and Clark. Largest TWO
to sell. Fulton Young
_
apartment
tents to 27.cents per sq.
_Unfurnished
seleetiOn in Western- Realty, 753-72311, or 753$120 month. Water
ft. for green houses,
Kentucky, 753-1424,
4946.
furnished.
patios, carports, skir$100
deposit.
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
'Murray
ting for average trailer
Manor
GROCERY STORE and
Apartments,753-8668.
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
restaurant with or
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.0.
NEW TOWNHOUSE, 2
without 3 bedroom
Box 88 Martin,Tn. 38237,
bedroom, disposal, dishdouble wide mobile
phone 901-587-2420. Open
,
M FREE
washer, range and
home on Highway 121
on Sat. until 3:00.
refrigerator. $185. Two
South, 4 miles from
r Termite
Murray. This store is
Inspection
' bedroom apartment,
USED 8 H. P. electric
stove, refrigerator and
doing a very good
Certified y IPA
star(riding mower. Call
disposal- $160. Call 753business also good gas
AveliCwetly New* Rep*.
492-8147.
7550 or 753-7559.
business plus rented
apartment above store.
Kelly's Termite
TRUCK LOAD Tire Sale.
TWO BEDROOM furThis place has plenty of
4 ply polyester, white
& Pest Control
nished
apartment.
room for expansion.
wall, premium grade,
Water
furnishtd,
Priced to sell. Ftdton
is. mew( we werewolf ewe III
12-32 tread depth.
'OM.00 Me des Mlf awns.owl We
washer and dryer,
Young Realty, 753-7333,
A78x13", $16.06 plus
is fielsisol.
carpet throughout.
753-4946.
St.
13th
South
100
$1.74 FE Tax, E78x.14",
Phone 753-3914
Couple, boys or girls
$19.42 plus $2.30 FE Tax,
only. No pets. Call after
Fish
Sliver
Roaches,
SEE WILSON FIRST
F78x14", $20.15 plus
4
p. m. 753-4726.
mew- 2 ewes with e
and Shrubs
$2.44 FE Tax, G78x14"
assay wells hems make
or 15", $21.38 plus $2.60
APARTMENT
FOR
I.prepeety ea exceptional
FE Taii,•H78x15", $23.32
RENT, heat and air
bey. Owes bedrooms end 2
plus $2.85 FE Tax,
conditioned. Neat and
baths aloe al the waifert
L78x15", $25.76 plus
clean. No pets. Call 753end convenience ye* im$3.13 FE Tax. Wide ones
24 Miscellaneous
9465
port. Only '16,7545
after
4
to
7.
with raised white letREDUCED- From home se S.
ters, G70x14" or 15", CUSTOM MAl'TRESS FURNISHED one
made any size for anIOW St., perfect for year
$28.85 plus $2.87 FE Tax,
bedroom apartment. No
tique beds or campers.
own home or natal properG60x14" or 15", $32.48
utilities furnished. Call
ty, bus left bees reduced t•
Buy direct and save on
plus $3.08 FE Tax,
753-3763 or 753-3519 after
$12,751. is sere to review
mattresses,
all
1.60x14" or 15", $33.85
5 p. m. •
Els property today.
Healthopedic or foam.
plus $3.58 FE Tax.
Also see their elegant
FURNISHED APT, for
Truck tires - Hi way
EDUCED- NM only 123,501
gallery of furniture,
rent near MSU. Call 753tread. 700x15", 6 ply,
wW hay NE attractive 3
Bamboo, Wicker and
6564.
$24.03 plus $2.83 FE Tax,
Indrawn hem. leconify
Brass. WISES WEST
750xI6", 8 ply, $31.10
rerisconned Weide erW eat,
FURNISHED
KY. MATTRESS AND
APARTyes west see this Mew to
plus $3.59 FE Tax,
MENT. Living room,
FURNITURE - 113-6
approdate Ns exceptieed
Ff78x15", -$31.13 plus
bedroom, bath, and
South 3rd, Paducah.
vele*.
$3.25 FE Tax. Tractor
" kitchen.
Close
Phone 1443-7323. •
to
type, 700x15", $28.04
Wilson
campus.. Call 7534742
plus $3.16 FE Tax.
HEAVY DUTY GE dryer.
after
5
p.
m.
Insurance and Real
750x16", 8 ply, $37.45
Harvest gold, With
plus $3.95 FE Tax,
Estate Agency, Inc.
automatic Sensor
FURNISHED
APARTI.78x16", 8 ply, $41.23
an Utah 4th St.
control. $220.00 or $13
MENT near downtown
plus $4.12 • FE Tax.
Phone 753-3253
per month. For inMurra
Call 753-4109.
Prices good
while
formation call 753-0595.
34. Houses For Rent
present stock lasts.
WE HAVE BUYERS and
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
1970 EO_NDA. 450. 14' TWO BEDROOM house in
need listings of all kinds,
Polarcraft jon boat, 10 h.
Hardin. Stove and
especially farms and 3
16 Home Furnishings
p. Johnson motor and
refrigerator furnished.
bedroom brick homes.
15.3 CUBIC FOOT GE
trailer. Call 753-3194
Call 753-4661.
Let us sell your
after t.
white chest freezer. 8349
property. Fulton Young
For
Rent
Or Lease
36
or $18 per month. For
Realty, 753-7333 or 753-,
SUPPLY
infdrmation call 753- MURRAY
FOR
4946.
RENT
OR LEASE,
Lawn
and
Garden
has
a
1595.
retail store building on
good supply of used lawn
EAST Y MANOR - 3
south side court square
and
garden
equipment.
HEAVY DUTY 48 pound
bedroom 'brick, like
Mayfield,
2500 sq. ft.
200 E. Ma'
GE washer. Harvest
new, 2 baths with cenCall Dal Boyd,- 1-24727. Mobile Home Sales
gold, with water level
tral electric heat- and
2833.
control. For $299.00 .or
air. Beautiful fireplace
31 Livestock Supplies
$16 per month. For in- VINDALE mobile home.
in family room. LOU of
10 x 60..Cati 436-7273.
formation call 753-0595.
closets and storage
SIX YEAR OLD saddle
room. -Large lot with
mare,$350. Call 345-2524
SINGLE
iron
bed-, FOR SALE by owner. 2
-woods on back bounor 247-3723.
bedroom mobile home
washstand with Original
'dory. Line. Country
unfurnished exeept
tile. Complete Aladdin
living almost in town,
SALE
FOR
16
pigs.
Call
stove
and refrigerator.
lamp,fancy rocker. Call
city water. Also new out
Washer & dryer con- - after 5 p. m. 753-3539.
753-8.781.
building with electricity.
nections in use now. One
38 Pets Suocr;ies
Fulton Young Realty,•
large 12' x 12' storage
ANTIQUES - Oak bed,
753-7333 or 753-4946.
DOBERMAN PUPPIES.
building insulated and
and oak men's chest.
AKC,10 weeks. $90. Call
lined, one 5' x 8' steel
Call 7534479.
337 N.Poplarilentoo
901448-5424, Gleason,
storage shed. All oniour
KENMORE gas dryer,
Tenn.
nice lots 100' x 220'. Just
$55. King size waterbed
3 minutes away from
with frame, $45, dining
AKC REGISTERED
lake. Excellent well and
table, $20, plastic chair,s
Beagle puppies. Si -.t
septic system. Under
50 cents. 753-8830, after
months old. Shots and
$9,000.00. Call 7534352
5271488 7531625
m.
01111Ifti COM
warmed. Call 492-88er
anytime. • .
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MOBILE HOME with
room
Florida
overlooking lake with
'beautiful view located or
two woecied lots.11/e also
have a "mushroom"
designed to fit a rugged
site. Ideal for beach
house. Call Loretta Jobs
railtors ar.753-1492.

TWO ACRES with a 2
bedroom mobile home,
new septic tank and
well, also has a block
barn. $8500. Call 753-7323
or 489-2596.

LARGE 2 story frame
home. 5 bedrooms,
nicely
2 baths
decorated. Near
schools. Call 753-1492
today and make an
appointment to see this
home. LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS.

51 Services ()lived

50 Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 m)Ies
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
, used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753.1551

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or,
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.

44.Lots For Sale

CARPET Care.
PUSH UP CAMPER, CUSTOM
one room at
CHOICE LOTS Fairview
clean
Steam
sleeps 8. Has icebox, gas
Lynnwood
ft. and we,
sq.
Acres,
per
cents
8
M ACRES NEAR lake on
stove, sink. Call 753hallway
the
Estates, Meadow Green
clean
will
Highway 280. Needs
3615, best offer.
Vista,
A 10' x
10.
Baywood
x
4
Acres,
limit
free,
cleaning up. Good land,
Panorama Shoreg,
10' room would only be
with good marketable
1972 CAMPER trailer, 20
Wiswell Estate, and on
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
timber. Could be subft. refrigerator, hot
Road.
Robertson
Johnny
divided. Only $53,000. GATESpOROUGH
PAINT1Nti interior anu
plate, pottie, stabilizer.
Fulton Young Realty,
Galloway Realty, 505
HOME featuring 4
exterior. Commercial or
Sleeps six. $1700. Call
753-7333 or 753-4946.
Main Street, phone 753bedrooms, 2 baths,
residential. For free
753-7219.
5842.
with
46 Homes For Sale
family room
estimate, phone Atkins
fireplace, formal dining
Painting, 437-4534.
1975
2
.
/
171
PROWLER
TWO BEDROOM frame
LISTING
NEW
room, electric heat
foot „,
self home for sale. Located
quiet
in
Located
FOR YOUR septic tank
pump and wooden deck.
contianed.Sleeps 6. Call
Shores
Bluff
in
Pine
neigh1.2.
residential
and backhoe work
Home is practically new
354-8065.
--Subdivision near New .11117 by Ubblibribboebynacals
• borhood on the west side
needs. Also septic tank
and located on large lot.
Concord, Ky. Some
.tif Murray, this 3
cleaning. Call John
Offered
Si.Services
Priced in the 50's. Phone
finish work needed, low
,bedroom, 2 bath home
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
Kopperud Realty, 75349 Used Cars & Trucks
46. Homes For Sale
down payment and will
quis many outstanding
436-2586.
1222. We are Murray's
TROUBLE
HAVING
finance balance. To see
,features including
fastest growing realty.
getting those small
SPACIOUS HOME ad- 1972
call John Jones at 502CUTLASS
:central vacuum,
HOME anchors,
plumbing jobs done? MOBILE
joining University.
442-7368.
SUPREME. Gold with
.. abundant storage areas, RUSTIC HOME only 2
g, awnings,
underpinnin
Then call 753-6614.
Excellent Tot- home,
white vinyl top and
-" economic central gas
miles from Murray HAZEL, NICE frame
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
rental or day care
interior. Call 753-3146
:beat, central electric
featuring ,"Great
aluminum house siding
with new paint
house
ROY HARMON FOR
center.
Under $30,000.
after 5 p. m.
back
air, lovely fenced
trim. Call Jack
Room" with large stone
and new roof, three
Cabinets, Remodeling,
Call 753-9799.
yard with brick patio,
753-1873 after 5
fireplace, large kitchen,
Glover,
Furniture
work,
downstairs
Mill
bedrooms
beautiful floral garden
and
GT
351
1
'
weekends.
ooms
2
1971
TORINO
or
47
Motorcycles
repair, combination
and one upstairs, with
and gas bar-b-que grill.
hroughout.
Cleveland, automatic.
paneii
windows and doors. Call
extra large lot. Price in
800
1975
3611
CL
Honda.
30's.
mid
the
Priced in
rs open
with Hooker headers,
FOR A FREE estimate
Sliding g
492-8417.
Call
teens.
753-4124.
low
miles. Like new. Call
Phone Koppered Realty,
concrete
onto • larg
on all stump removal,
mufflers and pipes. New
r•
after 5, 753-3692.
753-1222 or come by our
• Monroe Max air shocks AUTOMOTIVE
contact K and S Stump
patio ideal for summer ENERGY efficient 3
AIR
office at 711 Main Street.
Removal, 435-4343 or
and Rocket wheels:bar-b-queing. Excellent
conditioning. Need air
bedroom - brick home
1974 YAMAHA 175, $350:
753-9490.
home at excellent price.
a
6450.00.
Needs
hood.
on
part,
r
Central
conditione
2 baths.
/
with 11
Call 753-5743. ,
NEED ROOM TO EX• Phone 1-354-6217 after 4
Phone Kopperud Realty . heat and air. Call 753weekend? We're open 7
-PAND? This is the
CUSTOM HAY bailing
p.
m.
753-1222.
days a week. Call 474'9827.
1972 HONDA 350. Nice
place! Three bedroom,2
and custom combining.
2748 or 474-8848.
bath brick veneer home
-.original. $525. Call 753Call 751-8090.
1969 DODGE, 4 door, air:
ROUGH
GATESBO
7219.
with large living and Wilson
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
car.
Call
local
$675.
753year old home, _3
dining room. Eat-in
of any kind. Phone 753- CARPET CLEANING
4020.
Insurance and Real
2 bath, den
1
bedroom, 2/
kitchen, big -den. Carexperienced,- very.
bike.
trail
975_3.
100 CC Honda
. •
Estete Agency, Inc.
with fireplace, heat
reasonable rates,
port plus double garage
Garland 1972 BUICIC ELECTRA
Ronny
Call
pump; central air, in212 $eath 401 Street
wheel,
,
Till
references, free
seal
Limited.
g,
p.m.
and attached workshop
5
to
Blacktoppin
a.m.
L&M
7
between
rheas 7534763
tercom, etc. Shown by
cruise control, electric
estimates. Quick drying.
with shower. Corner lot,
and repairs. For
coating
753-4641.
appointment. Call 753seat and window. AM753-1537.
150' x 185', with fenced
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
call
estimates
HOME
3673.
YAMAHA MINI' pnduro.
FM stereo. Call 753-4406
garden and fruit trees. HAVE A DREAM
TO BUILD? We have the
Motorcycle trairer. 1975
or 753-6910.
Located at 1301 KirkGLASS WORK, mirrors, SMALL SIZE dozer-ideal
ideal lot. Nice corner lot BY OWNER: 2 blocks
four with
for spreading, leveling,
550
Honda
wood. Call or come by
aluminum store fronts,
from university. Twoin good neighborhood.
backfilling. Call 753-7370
r. Call 753- NICE 1973 Montego GT,
windjamme
105 N. 12th. BOYD
plexiglass,
glass,
autostory brick; 4 bedrooms,
We also have apfactory air, power - plate, window glass, and
or,753-0129.
REAL
=26.
MAJORS
3 baths, family room,
2 acres
1
proximately 2/
brakes & steering, extra
ESTATE,753-8080.
glass-showcases. M and
living room,kitchen and
adjoining MSU. This
1974 XR 75 Honda. Perat14all 753-O69&
Glass, GENERAL BACKHOE
.
Furnished
room.
utility
YOUR
assay
E
has
PICTUR
property fect CondiLion. Call 753753- , work, gravel hauling
Center
Dixieland
on
unit)
(rental
cottage
CATTLE GRAZING on
possibilities. Waldrop
and tap soil. Call Joe
72213.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
'0180.
back of property:Lovely
this 718 acre farm, six
Real Estate, 206 South
Beard; 436-2306.
air, 2 door
steering,
trees and lawn, garden.
miles Southeast of
4th,753-5646, after hours
1973 YAMAHA 125 ,CC.
Dark . Green. ELECTRICAL WIRING
hardtop.
By appointment only.
year
Murray with
753-7249.
Electric start, low
Call 527-8273 after 4:00. , home and industrial, air ,‘INSULATE NOW attics
Call 753-0423.
around water, tobacco
blown 16 cents sq. ft.
mileage. Call 753-3624
conditioning, and
25 ACRES just listed.
bases,stuck and tobacco
LET
5-8 p. m.
Walls equally low
between
CHEVRO
1973
heating.
n,
refrigeratio
M
BEDROO
Several beautiful THREE
barns, some timber and
,
Finance
Super.
priced.
Cheyene
pickup.
2
/
Call 474-8841.
frame house on 11
building sites and over
688 acres under fence.
YZ
YAMAHA
80
Pree
available.
Air and Power. Red with
Five
$18,000.
acres.
1300 ft. of highway
Waldrop Real Estate,
Good
le.
Call
753-3316.
motorcyc
Radials,
estimates.
interior.,
gray
ELECD
on
LICENSE
miles West of Hardin
frontage. Located Within
206 South 4th, 753-5646,
condition. Priced at
Big block engine' with
TRICIAN prompt efHighway 80. Call 527minutes of Ky. Lake.
after hours 753-7249.
N-13 B Y
$280. Call 753-2858.
headers. Good gas
ficient service. NO Job G U
8433.
Priced in - mid teens:
seamless
Sears
SEARS,
354-8222
Call
mileage.
too small. Call Ernest
APPROXIMATELY
Phone Kopperud Realty, BEAUTIFUL 2 bedroom
gutters installed per
1975 HARLEY Davidson
m.
p.
4
after
753-0605.
of
White,
acres
NINE choice
753-1222. We provide a
your specifications. Call
Sportster. 1000CC. Call
brick home,2fireplaces,
water, front property
complete range of Real
Taylor at 753-2310
Doug
ILE,
4:30.
492-8683
living
after
1968
OLDSMOB
large den ,and
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
located on Cypress
Estate Services.
estimates.
free
for
1966
Oldair,
and
factory
heat
central
riproom,
graded.
rocked and
Creek embayment of
48. Automotive Service
smobile. National base
air. Newly decorated.
rap delivered and
Kentucky Lake. This
INSULATION BLOWN in
amplifier. Priced to sell.
Good neighborhood. TIRE
Colt
placed, free estimates.
fine lake front property
by Seam save on these
or
Call
shopping
753-5991.
436-2255
REALTY
to
Close
FULTON YOUNG
1010,
Call Clifford Garrison,
has good building sites
high heat and cooling
Call
40's.
Low
p.m.
canter,
Wimps!
4
753-2720.
amid
after
We
Call
753-5429
and good access. John C.
bills. Call Doug Taylor
318
1968
pickup,
DODGE
Masao
753-0765.
•Neubauer, Realtor, 505
, long wide NEED TREES cut, or
at 753-2310 for free
automatic
for
heads
OF
PAIR
733-7333 w 753-4946
ONE
753Main St., Murray,
estimates.
bed. Four new E-78-15
THREE BEDROOM, 2
289 Hi Performance
light hauling. Call 7530101 or 753-7531.
tires on Dodge wheels,
bath, on 2 acres. Largemotor. Four 13" wheels
4707.
FENCE SALES AT
AM radio for 77 Dodge
Elden with fireplace.
for a pre 1971 Opal. Hub
SEARS now. Call Doug
Light
Phone
753-5644._
pickup.
Appliances, custom
AM
WORK.
same.
for
the
caps
DOZER
draperies, patio, double
cleaning and - grade - Taylor at 753-2310 for
radio for 12 volts. Some
free estimates for your
1971 SPORT FURY
garage. Call 753-4084.
old MG and Mustang
work. Cali Ken Dix, 753needs.
Plymouth. Power and
parts. Call 753-2947,
2329.
HOUSE ON lake, nice 2
The Murray Board of Education will accept
air. Call 492-8214.
evenings.
bedroom cottage in
bids on the following-items until 12:00 noon,
Panorama Shores, 1971 VW Super Beetle. 1946
WILLYS
car.
july 13,1977.
den,
in
fireplace
Straight shift overdrive.
Automatic with air.
its
beautiful view of lake.
Four new tires. Can be
$1400.00. Call, 753-7146
BAND INSTRUMENTS
Price $22,500. FultOir
seen at Murray Sand
after 5.
Young Realty, 753-7333
GASOLINE
Company, or by calling
9. Used Cars & Trucks
or 753-4946.
437-4817 after 5 p. m.,
USED TRACTOR
1968 CAMARO needs
Bid forms and specifications are available at
work._ call. ....767-26.4._ _1972 MAVERICK, 6
Price Reduced For
Three bedroom brick
'cylinder, automatic,
7
5
p.m.
and
between
the office of the Murray Board of Education.
2 acres, 6
1
Quick Sale
house on 3/
• power steering. $995.
The Board reserves the right to !tied any or
miles out of Murray on
bedroom brick home on the corthree
lovely
This
6
Nova,.
1973
cylinder,
1973 VEGA, low mileage.
94 west. 'Central air
ner of Kirkwood and Meadow Lane has many
all bids.
automatic, $1395.- Call
Must sell. Call 753-9849.
carfully
heat,
and
2 large bath.;, large kitchen with
1
trees. With 2/
a
489-2595.
dishwasher, ouut-in range, nas formal dining
peted,small barn,gar1962 PONTIAC, power
room with crystal chandeliers. Has family room
and
den
fenced
brakes and • steering. 1966 T-Bird -has new paint
with fireplace, covered patio, outside storage
pastures.
$175. Call after 6:30, 436job and an excellent
building, double garage with electric door
Coll
interior. Good collectors
2439.
- uponerTand11-Ft.concrete drive.
435-4390
car. Phone 1.-35214217
Young's Value Mart
Call 753-2377
1970 JEEP CJ-t. Call 753after 4 p.m.
After Five
1933 South 28th Street
9148.
42001
Paducah,Kentucky
1975 SC1ROCCO. 20,000
10:00 A.M.
July 7, 1977
miles. Perfect condition.
The secured party after default gives notice that
$3700. Has 2 year
If
You've
Only
it will conduct an absolute auCtion on the date,
warranty. Call 753-4571.
time and place mentioned above of the following
Just Begun
of
the
Provision
described property, persuant to
1971 MONTEGO MX
the Kentucky Revised statiles 355.9-501 thru
station wagon, double
355.9-507.
power and air. V-8,
FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT
52,000 miles. Very good
2 Wooden meat blocks, 2 cash registers, meat
condition. Call 753-8693.
scales, produce scales, adding machine, ice
cream box, refrigerators, walk-in refrigerator.
1976 PACER. Must sell. Slicer, 2
meat boxes, frozen food cases, grinder,
Call 7534615 after 5 p.
CU1715 machines, 3 air conditioners, shelving,
m.
check out counters, back bar, postage stamp
GATESBOROUGH HOME
machine, and other items necessary to the full
2
1
custom
has everything, 4 bedrooms, 2/
CORVETTE
house
This
1972
drapics. Live on one side and rent the other!
.
this
with
Start
operation of a grocery store.
Living room with fireplace, kitchen, one bedroom and
',.baths, 11 closets., formal dining room, pegged
paint. Wilt accept trade
INVENTORY
bath on each side. Excellent investment for your future.
Oak floor den with firoptiree. No way.can this
ins. Call 753-8730, if no
Priced in the teens.
The entire contents of the store will be sold.'144is
many square feet be reproduced at this price.
753-6965.
call
answer
could be the bargain of the year on groceries:
Let us show you this beauty.
Other terms and conditions to be announced at
DODGE
1S71
the sale.
CHALLENGV,11. Must
Woodmen
sell. $1,000. Call 753-0480
J.M. Brown and Associates
Budding
5 p. m.
.after
753-1492
er

GEN.J.NUFF
WORLD WAR
it

MED./AM
SPOKE OUT
Or- LINE
1(511

YOUNGBLOOD Rooting,
or root repair. Built up
roofing, residential and.
commercial. General
carpenter work. Call
436-2712 after 6 p.m.
FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 or after 8 p. m.
354-1161 or 3544138.

ANY KIND of hauling
done. Garbage in county
also. Call 753-8249.
SIGN PAINTING. Celli
between 7-10 a.m. 7539998.
Mlf i
TING, -INTERIOR
and exterior. Call 7532349.

•WILL BABYSIT in my
WILL HAUL LIME or
home Monday-Friday. 1
white rock or sand. Call
a. m. to 5 p. m. Call 753753-6763, Roger Hutson,
9480.
753-4545.
LICENSED ELECMOBILE
COMPLETE
TRICIAN and gas inservice.
home repair
do
will
stallation
Factory trained, anheating and
plumbing,
sealed,
chors, roofs
sewer cleaning. Call 753plumbing, parts. Call
7203.
753-3309.

Siti1

t

DOZER
LOADER.
backhoe work, Grading,
and"
hauling,
bushhogging. Free
estimates. Call 436-2382. •

Carrier

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
department.
metal
Wisehart,
Larry
President. Phone 7539290.

PAINTING. Specializing
in small houses and trim
work. Reasonable rates.
Call anytime,753-5399. .

sad N
Repair

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co.,' Route 2,
Box 409A."Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
PkINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Sheet rock
finishing and dry wall.
10 years experience.
Call 436-2563, Ralph
Worley.
PAINTING, best
references furnished.
Call 753-0076.

94 Ira

153-3323

Lam mower mad mad engin
regair. Mat ho. elowers,
$25.05 and op. Maas
atom% SIN mid op.

54 Free Column
FREE - 3 beautiful 8
week old kittens and Vs
grown spayed female
cat. Sweet and playful.
Will make Ideal pets.
Call 753-3535.
55 Wanted
SOMEONE to stay with
elderly couple, day and
night. Phone 753-7777
after 4 p. In.

*Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
*Stone Setting
*Prompt Service

Furches Jewelry 753-2835

113 S.4th

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
Gift Shop For Sale
Planeload Gerdes Center, has lowed IS. Pharr Departewei of
Plontimad.
tks. Mae Miller, tlio<Owner of PlaiMead, mew wishes to sel
The stoat of gNts, nevelties, pets, plesitors, bd baths, garden
foriateins end ponimeent flowers, and Mese IS. reminder of
bedding and wounds.
If interested Mean cositect, Mr. or Mn. Miller-lowto Ilentoo,
ky. 47025-P5.sie 552-577-1777 or step hit tlio store is Draftamine, ky. hwy. Head 641.
This is.. exualent lecatioin sad• well ostebEsbed birsiaess.

BID INVITATION

MARBLE
Bath Tubs-Wall Panels
1 Piece Vanity Tops
choose from our complete
of colors and a variety
of Bowl designs
Come in & See Our Display

line

Thornton Tile
81 Marble
"Quality

That Will Please.:

S gth

753:-

AUCTION

KOPPERUD
REALTY

m

Jake Brown, Auctione

•

Bolds 1 Box 101
Poilvealt, Kentucky 42001
Plisses 442-5353

442-9762

mow mows . Loretta fobs. 753-4079;
Helen Spann - 753-SSI5 MN Payne - 753-5794

MER,CURY
1976
Moaf..ego, air power
steering, 4nd brakes,
$2800. Call 753-6870.

Ph.753-1222

711 Main

Purdom and Thurman Rea' Estate

$19,900
PRICED REDUCED $5,1001!! Buy today and
move in inunediately. Located on large 175' x
175' lot just twa
Panorama ShOreir Call Purdoni.and Thurman'
today for an appointment 7534451.

Wanted!
Homes to list with 3 bedrooms priced low 530 s olso 3
bedroom homes with formol dining room in mid S401
If you or.interested to listingfyour horn* cell us for indlviduol pypert yerv,Ce

Pusdom and Thurman Real Estate
PIO Mobley
113 MS
(of,1•141 64.1
153 607

Located Southsid• Cowl Severe
Open Deily Monday So:urdoy

Migh,
Or-

-

Phone 753-445 1
Stioce rel

r

toad

11:
te",
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Deaths and Funerals

I
Kelly Forrester

Dies At Age Six;

William S. Hart

Bernie E. Adams'

Dies At His Home

Funeral Is Today

William Scott Hart of Route
Two, Stewart, Tn., died
Friday morning at his home.
He was 66 years of age and a
retired farmer. Born April 9,
1911, he was the son of the late
John Daniel Hart and. Nina
Rutland- Hart.
Mr. Hart is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Estelle Gardner
Hart, to whom he was
married on April 13, 1940, and
one daughter, Mrs.Carol
Wochnick, Memphis, Tn.
Funeral services will be
held Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Anglin Funeral
Home,Dover, Tn., with burial
to follOw int he Wofford
Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Rites At Grave.

I

The funeral for Bernie E.
Adams,74-year-old resident of
Murray Route Four, will be
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Lawson Williamson officiating
and Mrs. Oneida White as
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Doris
Scarborough,Otho Clark, Bert
Taylor, Marvin Lassiter,
Raymond Crawford, and
Robert Clark. Burial will
follow in the Sinking Spring
Cemetery. Mr. Adams died
Wednesday at 11:20 p. M. at
the Westview Nursing Home.
He was a member of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
and a retired farmer.
He is survived by nne
daughter, Mrs. J. W.(Bobbie)
Horton, Paducah; one son,
Danny Adams and his wife,
Linda Sherida .Adams,
Murray Route Four; one
sister, Mrs. Fronie Miles,
Murray; two brothers, Carl,
Mayfield, and Genie, Hazel
Route Two; five grandchildren, Ken, Jerry, Beth
Ann, and Kevin Horton, and
Jimmy Dan Adams.,

Wayne Halley To Be Installed

Bro. John Dale To

Rev. George White

As Minister Of Music Sunday

Speak Here Sunday

Now Pastor, New

Wayne B. Halley will be on the subject, '"I'he Desires
installed as Minister of Music Of Our Life" with scripture
at First Baptist Church at the from Ephesians 2:3 and
10:45 a. m. services on Sun- Galatians 5:16-25,?..at the'
day, July 3.
servkie.
morning
Guy
A native of Oklahoma, Mr. Billington will serye as deacon
Halley received the Bachelor of the wee*.
of Music Degree from
At the seven p. m. service
Oklahoma Baptist University the special gutst speaker will
and the Master of Church be the Rev. Richard Walker,
former pastor of the church
and missionary to Brazil.
Special music will be by the
Adult Choir and Mr. and Mrs.
Phil Duncan.
Judy Henry will be organist
and. Alene Knight will be
pianist.
Following the evening
service a reception and
pounding for the Wayne
Halley family will be held in
of the
the Fellowship Hall
.„ „..
•
Church.
The flowers for th sanctuary on Sunday will be furnished by Mrs: . Burman
Parker in memory of her
husband, W. Burman Parker.

Mt. Carmel Church

The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hear Bro.
The Rev. George G. White
John Dale speak on the sub- will begin his pastorate at the
ject, "Are You A Prodigal?" New MA. Carmel Baptist
at the 8:30 a. m. and 10:40 a. Church on Highway 121 South
m. services on Sunday,July 3. of Murray on Saturday, July 3.
His scripture will be from I He comes to the -church from
Peter 4:8-10.
the luka Baptist Church in
Assisting in the morning LivinOton County, Ohio River
services will be Johnny Association, where he served
Bohannon, Alan Jones, Nicky as pastor for 41
/
2 years.
Ryan, Jim Walston, James
Rev. White, ordained by the
Herdon, Ed Thomas, Jerry First Baptist Church of EdBolls, Don Winchester, Nelson dyville, is the son of Beulah
Murdock, Emmanuel Man- Mae Meredith and the late
ners, Gene McDougal, Wayne Robert A. (Bocky) White of
Hopkins, Charles Lamb, and Eddyville. He holds a
Ottis Valentine.
Bachelor of Arts degee and a
"Looking Back: Starting Bachelor of Theology degree
Over: Pressing On" will be from Mid-Continent Baptist
the six p. m. subject by Bro. Bible College, Mayfield.
Dale with scripture
Phil.
The new Calloway pastor is
3:12-14, to be fe
by Mike married to the forme? Beverly
Lyons. Prayers will be led by/Green, daughter of Mr. and
Charles Olree and Bruce Mrs. Milburn Green of BenMcManus.
- ton, who is a teacher at Benton
Serving on the Extension 'Junior High School and a
Department will be Newell graduate of Murray State
Hopkins, Jerry Humphreys, University. They have one
Wayne Hopkins, and Ken daughter, Shaelynn. The
Humphreys. Edwina Elkins family is now residing in the
will be teen nursery helper. pastorium of the New Mt.
- Bible Study will be held at Carmel Church on Higway 121
9:40 a. m. Sunday.
South.

KDE Officials
To Retire At\-End Of Month
FRANKFORT — Two
Kentucky Department of
Education (KDE) officials, D.
C. Anderson and Newton S.
Thomas, will retire June 30.
Anderson has .directed
KDE's Division of Supervision, Accreditation and
Organization for 11 years. He
had served two years as
assistant director and six
years as a general supervisor
• in_the same division.
Prior to his work in the state
education department, Anderson served as a principal in
Salyersville, Lee County and
Winchester and as superintendent in the Montgomery
County school system.
his
Anderson
earned
bachelor's and master's
degrees at the University of
Kentucky and did further
graduate work at UK and
Columbia University in New
York.
Thomas has served as
director of the Division of
Equal Educational Opportunities since 1972. He had
served as assistant director of
the division since 1969.
Prior to working with the
state education department,
Thomas served as principal
and basketball coach at Horse
Cave High School from 1936 to
1957. Two of his teams won
state championships and two
players, Clarence Wilson and
Carl Helm, later became
members of the Harlem
Globetrotters.
Following a merger of
Horse Cave and Cove City
schools, Thomas taught
science and mathematics at
Caverns High School until
1969.

Kelly Forrester, six-yearold son of Dr. and Mrs. Kent
Forrester of 806 Sha-Wa
Circle, Murray,died Friday at
1:30 p. m. at his home. His
death followed an extended
illness.
The little boy was born
; August. 22, 1970, in Utah and
was the son of Kent Forrester
Sheppherd
Marie
and
Forrester, who survive along
with his grandparents, Mr.
and -Mrs. George Forrester,
California, and Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow Sheppherd, Oregon.
Graveside services were
held this morning at nine
o'clock at the Murray City
Cemetery with the Rev. Fred
Morton -officiating. The Max
Churchill Funeral Home was
of - the
charge
in
arrangements.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
Wayne B.Halley
Final rites for Herbert
the form of contributions to Alexander of Hazel Route Two
Music Degree from So
the St. Jude's Children's will be held today at three "p.
ary.
Baptist Theological Se
Hospital, Memphis, Tn.
m. at the Mason's Chapel
Ester of
He has served as
Women's Tennis
United Methodist Church,
music at the First Baptist
where he was a Member, with
Pairings Announced
Church, Paducah, the 23rd
Bro. Boone Douthitt of Mrs. Fleming Speaker
the Rev. Tommie Martin
Baptist - Nashville, Tn., will speak at
Broadway
and
The Intermediate Group of
officiating and the church
Church, Louisville, the the 10:30 a. m. worship service For Christian Church
Women's Tennis of Murray
choir providing the song Episcopal Church To
Murray Hill Baptist Church, on Sunday, July 3, at the
Country Club will play on
service.
Mrs. Del Fleming, general
Fla. and the University Church of Christ in
Jacksonville,
Communion
Tuesday, July 5, at nine a. m.
Holy
Have
Funeral services for Mrs.
Serving as pallbearers will
'North Park Baptist Church, the absence of the regular president- of the Christian at the club.
Bessie Giles will be , held ce
CleO Bucy, Ralph
b eritelezy_
Holy Communion will be Orlando, Fla. He is a charter minister, Bro. Kenneth Women's Fellowship of the
Pairings are as follows:
the
Sunday at V30 D. m. at
Carraway, Cleo Darby, Hugh celebrated by St. John's member of the Centurymen Hoover, who is preaching in a First Christian Church, will be
Court one: Lochie Landolt,
Chapel of the J. H. Churchill Alexander, Thomas Jimerson,
Episcopal Church on Sunday, (Southern Baptist Convention gospel meeting at Coldwater. the speaker at the 10:45 a. m. Pat Seiber;
Nancy Fandrich
ftpieral Home. Burial will and Reuben Chrisman. Burial July 3, at 9:45 a. m. with the
chorus of 100 men).
The speaker at the six p. m. worship 'services on Sunday, and Lynn Stout.
follow in the Elm Grove will follow in the Foundry Hill Rev. Arturo Fernandez as the
Mr. Halley is married to the service will be Bro. R. B. July .3, at the First Christian
Court Two: Janna Hughes,
Cemetery'with grandsons
the celebrant.
Dorothy Black. They Barton. Pete Wyro will direct Church.
former
Mary Frank Valentine, Agnes.
serving as pallbearers.
arrangements by the Miller
Ray Redden will be the. have two children: Gina, 19, the song service and W. H. The Murray woman will be Payne
and Charlotte Gregory.'
Friends may calf at the Funeral'Home of Haze!.
acolyte.
Brooks will make ...the. an speaking in the absence of the
and Randall, 13.
funeral home.
Court
three: Jane Prince,
Mr. Alexander, age 63, died
' The church pastor, the Rev. - nouncements. 'Lading in pastor, the Rev. Dr. David C. Penny
Mrs. Giles, age 78, died Thursday at his home. He is
Cappock, Carolyn
Roos.
speak
prayers
and
will
reading
the
Dr. _Bill Whittaker;
Friday at 5:25 a. m. at the survived by his wife, Mrs.
Bradshaw and Cindy Ashby.
scripture will be Orrin Bickel,
Westview Nursing Home. Her Gertie Bazzell Alexander,
Don Shores, David Fitts,
Giles,
died
husband, Hardin
lazel -Route Two, one
Tommy Reid, and Jimmy
May 15, 1971. She was a- daughtet, Mrs. Junior Ray,
Ford.
The Rev. Dr. and Mrs.
member of the Liberty ond two grandchildren, Alex
Serving for The Lords
David
C.
Roos
will
be
doing
Cumberland Presbyterian and Mitzi Ray.
Supper will be David_
post-graduate studies at a
Church.
three-week summer session at
Survivors include two
The First United Methodist Thompson, Harold Grogan,
Mansfield College, Oxford Church will r celebrate Ow James La*son, Charles
daughters, Mrs. Odell _Lamb,.. Ruling Star Lodge To
University, Englartd,
Hazel Route Two, and - Mrs:
acraiiient ,of Holy ,Com- .Johnson, Doug Jones,..Rob
—SHold Meeting Tonight
the month of July.
Aubrey Eldridge, Murray
munion at the 8:45 a. -rn. Erwin, Bobby Bazzell,, Bill
HoUghton, and Orrin Bickel.
Route Six; one son, Ron Giles,
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 - They will study with Service on Sunday, July 3.
Nursery supervisors will be
Memphis, Ten.; two sisters, Free and Accepted Masons Principal George Bradford
At the second service at
eminent
New 10:50 a. m. the pastor, the Evelyn Wallis, Wiliba Wilson,
Mrs. Mamie Thompson • and will meet Saturday, July 2, at Caird,
Mrs. Audrey Wilkerson, seven p. m. at the Lodge Hall. Testament scholar; Dr. John Rev. Dr. James Fisher, Sr.. Anne- Faye Taylor, Lisa
Suiliter, Sue Dunn, and Lillian
Murray; two brothers, Nolan ' Work will be in the Master F. Huxtable, former principal will speak on the topic, "Our G
Adams, Murray, and Aught Mason degree, and all master of New College,, London; Dr. Nation" with scripture from Gilbert.
Bible study will be held at
Adams, Paducah; nine masons are invited to attend, Norman Goodall, chairman of Matthew 7:6-14.
9.30
at.. in. Sunday.
grandchildren; seven great saidtLloyd B. Arnold, master the Mansfield College Board
Church School will
held,
of Education, and Dr. John between the morning services.
grandchildren.
of the lodge.
Macquarrie, Lady Margaret
The Unite-d Methodist;
P
forrof.essor- of Divinity at Ox- Church Women will meet
ford.
Tuesday, July 5, at ten. a. m.
The Roos', in addition to with the Executive Committee
studying and traveling in to meet at nine a., m. and
England, will also spend a coffee to be served at 9:30 a.
week in Scotland.
m.
Lawson
Rev.
The
Dr. Roos is the pastor of the
By Kenny Imes
Williamson, minister of the
First Christian Church where
Sinking -Spring Baptist
he has served for the past six
Church,, will speak_ at the
years. Mrs. Roos teaches first
Our forefathers fought for and won independence
eleven a. m. and 7:15 p. m.
grade at Carter Elementary
because they deserved it. The words of Joseph
worship services on Sunday,
School.
deMaistre, French statesman and philosopher of the
July 3, at the church with
17th Century, should ring a bell for us: "Every nation
Raymond Crawford serving
has the government it deserves." Are his words as
deacon of the week. This
as
meaningful now... 50 Years from now... 100 years henwill be building fund
Sunday
ce. .. . Before we hurriedly say, "Yes," lets consider
The Rev. Jerrell White,
church.
the
in
day
another quote.
pastor of the Memorial
"God Bless America" and
"A democracy cannot exist as a permanent form of
Baptist Church will speak at
"Take My Live" will be the
government. It can exist only until the voters discover
the 10:50 a. m.and seven p. m.
selectiots by the Adult Choir,
that they can vote themselves largess out of the public
worship services on Sunday,
directed by Tommy Scott with
treasury. From that moment on, the majority always
July 3, at the church. Ralph
Mrs. Scott as pianist and Miss
votes for the candidate promising the most benefits
Check out their credentials today.
THE
REV.
WILLIAM
Bogard will serve as deacon
Hughes as organist.
of
Judy
from the public treasury, with the result that
,
STRONG is the new pastor
DOdge has just introduced a new mid-price luxury car. With the sort of
the week.
Becky Vance "Will be in
democracy always collapses over a loose fiscal policy,
things you expect in a luxury car. A classic, sculptured look. Standard
At the morning service the of the Calvary Baptist Chur- charge of Children's Church.
always to be followed by a dictatorship."...Professor
features like a 318 V8 engine with Electronic Lean Burn System,
ordinance of The Lord's ch; located near Coldwater. for July. Mickey Boggess will
Alexander Fraser Tytler of the University of Edinpower steering, power front disc/rear drum brakes, automatic
Supper will be observed. He was ordained
drive for July and
burgh made that statement more than two hundred
bus
be
by the
transmission, and an interior that's nothing short of elegant
Margaret Wilkins will be
years ago when explaining a reason for the fall of the
may call him at 753persons
church in 1972 to become
:All in a new manageable size for ease of maneuvering.
Athenian republic. The Athenians were the best
organist and Diane Dian will
6270 for -transportation.
- It Trailed Diplarnat,---andit's available in two- and four-door
educated people in their time but bacame servants of
be pianist. The minister of pastor of th Blood River BapThe youth will meet at six p.
models. Buy or lease one at your Dodge Dealer's today.
their victors.
music and youth,the Rev. Ron tist Church near New Con- m. Sunday for practice and
On July 4th, we might ask ourselves, "What sort of
Hartipton, will be with the cord. Before his resignation sing in the evening service at.
Independence Days are we bequeathing to our children
young people at the special in -March, he served as which time the ordinance of
and our children's children?" It can be a shuddering
camp being held this weekend pastor of the Bethany Baptist baptism will be observed.
question. We should not shrug it off...
at Brandon Springs in the Church for 3"i
Sunday School will heat ten
years. He and
Land Between The Lakes.
m. and Church Traning at
a.
vife, Martha, and
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Sunday School will be MO a.
6:30 p. m.
201 South 3rd
m. with Elbert Thomason as children--Billy, jean, and
Volunteer nursery workers
753-2411
director and Church TraMing- John-reside at 204 South will be Mr. and Mrs. Gray
'16th Street, Mayfield.
will be at six p. m.
Hurt and Mrs. ViCky Carter.

Final Rites Today

For Mr. Alexander

Funeral Is Sunday

Bro. Douthitt Will

S eak Here Sunday

For Mrs. Giles

Dr. and Mrs. Roos
Study In England

Methodist Church

Plans Two Services

THE NEW
DIPLOMATS
FROM DODGE
HAVE ARRIVED!

Rev. Williamson To

THINK ABOUT IT

Speak At Services

Rev. Jerrell White
To Speak Sunday

Corn-Austin Will Close At Noon Saturday
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS Y3 Off
MEN'S HATS '/2 PRICE
MEN'S TIES '/2 PRICE
One Group

DRESS TROUSERS V2 PRICE
One Group

1
2OFF
DRESS TROUSERS/
Men's
One Group
KNIT SHIRTS V2 PRICE
Cue Group Men's

1
2 OFF
KNIT SHIRTS/
SWINWEAR '/2 PRICE
One Group

MEN'S BELTS'2"

SALE STARTS 9 A. M. July 5

1

One Group Boy's

LEISURE SHIRTS $1.95
TENNIS SNORTS/
1
2PRICE
BOY'S KNIT SHIRTS
/
1
2
BOY'S DRESS SHIRTS OFF
1 3 OFF
/
One Group Boy's
TROUSERS 1/2 PRICE

LEISURE
SUITS

MEN's mum

As Low As

P
n!r!A
Low As

SHOES

One Group Boy's

TROUSERS /
1
2 OFF
BOYS SUITS as low
as s3"
One Group

BOYS JEANS Vi PRICE
SNORTS•PAJAMAS /
1
2PRICE
One Group
PREWASHED JEANS /
1
2PRICE

<04

No Alterations
At These Low Prices
All Sales Final
No Exchanges---No Refunds

at,OMNI.

As Low As

495
495

Corn-Austin
-VW
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